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STAFF PRESENT IN CARSON CITY: 
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Shane Chesney, Senior Deputy Attorney General 
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Carrie Lee, DHRM 
Carrie Hughes, DHRM 
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Rachel Baker, DHRM 
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David Wright, NDOC HR 
Ann Scott, DUC 
Allison Wall, OMV 
Teri Hack, NDF 
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COMMISSIONERS PRESENT 
IN LAS VEGAS: David Sanchez, Commissioner 

Gary Mauger, Commissioner 

STAFF PRESENT IN 
LAS VEGAS: Lee-Ann Easton, Administrator, DHRM 

Heather Dapice, DHRM 

I. CALL TO ORDER, WELCOME, ROLL CALL, ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Chairperson Katherine Fox: Opened the meeting at 9:00a.rn .. She welcomed everyone and took roll. 

II. PUBLIC COMMENT NOTICE: Read into record by Chairperson Fox: 

http:9:00a.rn


( No vote or action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item of the agenda until the matter itself 
has been specifically included on an agenda as an item upon which action may be taken under NRS 
241.020. Comments will be limited to three minutes per person, and persons making comment will be 
asked to begin by stating their name for the record and to spell their last name. The Commission chair 
may elect to allow additional public comment on a specific agenda item when the item is being 
considered. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were any public comments. There were none. 

IlL APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING DATED MARCH 20, 2015 
Action Item 

MOTION: Motion to approve the minutes of the meeting dated March 20, 2015. 
BY: Commissioner Read 
SECOND: Commissioner Mauger 
VOTE: The vote passed in favor of the motion. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL OF ADDITION OF CLASSES OR POSITIONS 
APPROVED FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT SCREENING FOR CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCES AND REVISIONS TO CLASS SPECIFICATIONS 12-35 Action Item 

A. The Department of Transportation requests the addition of positions to the list approved 
for pre-employment screening for controlled substances and requests approval of class 
specification amendments to include pre-employment screening for controlled substances: 

1. Classes and positions requested for approval of pre-employment screening for 
controlled substances: 6.228 Staff II, Associate Engineer, PCN: 018024, 018025, 018036, 
018037, 018046, 018047 10.536 Environmental Scientist II, PCN: 018012, 018013 10.545 
Environmental Scientist N, PCN: 018011 

Carrie Hughes, personnel analyst for the Division of Human Resource Management: Stated that Analyst 
284.4066 provides the pre-employment for controlled substances of candidates for positions affecting 
public safety prior to hire. She explained that the state statue requires the appointing authority to identify 
the specific positions that affect public safety, subject to the approval of the Personnel Commission. She 
stated that federal courts have indicated that pre-employment testing by public entities may constitute a 
search with meaning of the Fourth Amendment, and if so, must be justified by a special need that 
outweighs a reasonable expectation of privacy. She listed the positions for which the Department of 
Transportation has requested approval of pre-employment screenings (see A. I. above). She recommended 
approval of the positions as their duties will involve activities on or in close proximity to roadways with 
traffic present. She further noted that positions in the staff associate engineer class series have previously 
been approved by the Commission. She stated that Rob Easton, Personnel Officer for the Department of 
Transportation, was available to answer any Commission questions. 

Chairperson Fox: Stated it was her understanding that Department of Transportation has received 
legislative approval to create a new Storm water Division which will consist of 59 positions, of which 42 
positions are newly created and additionally, nine positions will require pre-employment drug testing 
since they have the potential to impact public safety as the job duties are performed on roadways with 
high volume traffic traveling at high rates of speed. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were questions from the commissioners. 
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Commissioner Sanchez: Inquired about the funding for the drug screening, if the agencies fund the 
concept before it comes before the Commission or if they blend it into the budget after the fact. 

Carrie Hughes: Answered that NDOT explained to her that the funds are available to support screening 
these positions and if the budget is inadequate they will raise the funds. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked for any public comments on the agenda item. There was none. 

MOTION: 

BY: 
SECOND: 
VOTE: 

Motion to approve addition of classes or positions for pre-employment screening for 
controlled substances for the Department of Transportation including Staff II Associate 
Engineer, Environmental Scientist II, Environmental Scientist N. 
Commissioner Read 
Commissioner Sanchez 
Motion passed. 

2. Request for approval of class specification changes to include pre-employment 
screening for controlled substances for some positions: 6.228 Staff II, Associate Engineer 
10.536 Environmental Scientist II 10.545 Environmental Scientist N 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were any other questions from the commissioners. There were none. 

MOTION: Motion to approve changes to the class specification for Staff II Associate Engineer, 
Environmental Scientist II, Environmental Scientist N specifically to add the language 
for pre-employment screening for controlled substances. 

BY: Commissioner Read 
SECOND: Commissioner Sanchez 
VOTE: Motion passed. 

V. DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL OR DENIAL OF INDIVIDUAL CLASSIFICATION 
APPEAL 

Action Item 
A. Catherine Reinsch, Social Worker II, Department of Health and Human Resources 

Chairperson Fox: Gave the appellant directions for the appeal process for the reclassification. 

Catherine Reinsch: [audio quality poor] Stated that since the classification was first created in 1992 
much has changed, including the population of Clark County which has doubled. She explained that 
technology has advanced such as personal computers, SmartPhones, etc., which has caused a flourish of 
different types of financial problems that did not exist before. She stated that the skills, knowledge, and 
ability of the intervention process has changed. She stated that the complexity of tasks performed were 
considerably different from other Social Workers in the state and compared them to those of Social 
Worker Ill. She stated that in the past few years she has needed to contact high providers such as 
psychiatrists, and outside forensic medical and financial specialists to complete a complex technical 
investigation. She explained that law enforcement often relies on the Social· Worker II's research, details, 
and support documentation to further their investigations. She stated that the quantity of cases has 
increased in the past few years and that technical changes and complexities have also increased. She 
stated that a greater knowledge base was required, as well as education and training, more than other 
Social Workers in the state. She explained that a higher level of professional expertise is required to 
adequately communicate and advocate for the elderly population with law enforcement, attorneys, 
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attorney generals, etc. She stated that the investigation requirements cause a higher risk to the Social 
Worker Il's being, higher risks than that of other Social Workers in the state. She explained she was 
frequently required to make on the spot life preserving decisions. She stated that she feared that the 
elderly and children have a diminished worth to the Commission due to prior denials of classification 
change by the Commission. She reiterated the differences of the duties and requirements of a EPS Social 
Worker II from other state Social Workers. She had several exhibitions for the Board supporting her 
claims, including a letter from Lee-Ann Easton of the Division of Human Resource Management. She 
presented a response to Lee-Ann Easton which stated that prior to 2002 the class concepts of Social 
Worker II included different specialty areas that are not associated with the different specialty areas of 
CPS, foster care, or adoption. She presented another exhibit, classification for Social Worker III, which 
read: Social Worker IIIs are distinguished from the lower levels by the nature and complexity of specific 
programs that have a high position or complex and sensitive work requiring the application of advanced 
principles of the professional and decision making, the assessment of abstract problems and development 
of unique solutions based on personal observation and analyst of critical thinking with dysfunctional 
families and children whose welfare are at risk. She stated that a Social Worker III conducted 
unannounced home visits, encountering volatile domestic crises which placed workers at risk, which she 
stated should also apply to the CPS Social Worker II. She presented a further exhibit, which she quoted: 
"The overall purpose of my position is to investigate abusive neglect, self-neglect, isolation, and 
exploitation of adults over 60. Since Clark County transitioned the workload has increased, making it 
appear that my focus was on the increase of volume, but though the volume has increased, this was 
accompanied by positions that we approved over time." She stated that Lee-Ann Easton acknowledged in 
her letter that this change had resulted in higher levels of financial crimes along with higher levels of 
complexity and responsibility. She asked that the classification be reevaluated relevant to today's times. 
She stated that based on the increased responsibility and complexity of EPS's role today, the previous 
decisions were no longer fair or accurate. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked to hear from the Division of Human Resources Management next and then 
stated the board would entertain questions. 

Peter Long: Pointed out that this was an individual appeal of an individual study and the Division of 
Human Resource Management, per regulation, is bound by significant change in determining whether or 
not a position can be reclassified. He stated that the definition of "significant change" is "a change in 
duties and responsibilities assigned to a position and class that is outside the scope of the class as 
described by the class specification, is not part of the scope or responsibility of the position, and results in 
a preponderance of duties and responsibilities being allocated to a different class." He stated that the 
majority of Ms. Catherine Reinsch's presentation should be viewed in an occupational study. He 
explained that the division does not look at all the positions as a whole to determine if the duties are 
performed at a high level when an appeal is made by one individual position. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Mr. Long and introduced Heather Dapice. 

Heather Dapice: Introduced herself as a Personnel Analyst, Human Resource Management, Division of 
Compensation, Classification, and Recruitment. She stated that on February 9, 2015 she conducted an 
individual classification study on the appellate's request for reclassification from a Social Worker II to a 
Social Worker III. She shared that the study included a review of position description questionnaires from 
an occupational group study of Social Worker II, and several more position comparisons. She stated that 
this review determined there has been no significant change at this time to NAC284.126 and therefore, the 
request for reclassification was denied. She explained that NAC284.126, subsection lB, "significant 
change" means "a change in the duties and responsibilities assigned to a position in a class that: Is outside 
of the scope of the class as described by the class specification; Is not part of the scope of responsibility of 
the position; and results in the preponderance of duties and responsibilities being allocated to a different 
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class." She reiterated that "significant change" means that duties assigned to a position have changed to 
such a degree that the current classification no longer fairly describes preponderance of responsibilities. 
She stated that in applying the definition of change, natural growth or an increase in workload common to 
most positions in state service is not considered to fall within the description of significant change, nor is 
the addition of duties that are similar in nature or complexity to previous responsibilities. She stated the 
class concept of Social Worker II says they must perform the full range of duties described in the series 
concept at the journey level and the minimum qualifications are stated, in part, as "the incumbent must 
have working knowledge of principles, practices, and techniques of social work, management practices 
related to program assignment and investigative techniques," whereas the class concept for the Social 
Worker III states, in part, that the incumbent "perform advanced journey level case management services 
in child protective services, foster care and/or adoptions." She further stated that the minimum 
qualification state, in part, that the incumbents "have working knowledge of federal regulations and state 
law in child welfare, and families who apply abuse, or neglected children, in the cases of physical, sexual, 
and emotional abuse in children, affect of foster care on the child, caregiver, biological family, and other 
families and community; court procedures related to child abuse and neglect." If the incumbent does not 
provide advanced journey level case management services and child protective services, nor does it meet 
the minimum qualifications, her position does not meet the class concept of the Social Worker III. She 
stated that Ms. Reinsch communicated in her written appeal to Division Administrator Lee-Ann and the 
Commission investigation into elder abuse, neglect, exploitation, or self-neglect are not explicitly stated 
in the class specifications, and have never been stated in the class concepts, that Ms. Reinsch feels the 
position has always been functioning outside of the class specifications of Social Worker II. She 
explained that the incumbent further indicated that the duties and responsibilities of a Social Worker II in 
Elderly Protective Services are similar to a Social Worker Ill's and Child Protective Services, and feels 
that the Social Worker III should be her classification. Ms. Dapice also noted that Ms. Reinsch indicated 
that significant change has occurred because Elderly Protective Services reacquired duties and 
responsibilities from 2010 but had not relinquished the Clark County Adult Protective Services duties. 
She explained that prior to the occupational group study presented July 1, 2003, the class concept for 
Social Worker III stated, in part, that Social Worker III "performs advanced journey level case 
management services in child protective services, foster care and/or adoption program." She noted that 
the class concept of Social Worker II, Adult Protection, stated in part "the incumbents conduct an 
investigation to determine whether abuse, neglect, or exploitation of an elderly adult has occurred; 
perform social and financial assessment to determine appropriate medical, social, and legal intervention." 
She stated that these duties and responsibilities are the same of the current Social Worker II class, 
including the incumbent. She noted that these class specifications are in Exhibit 10. She stated that NOP 
19 references, prior to the occupational group study, that the other Social Worker investigate cases of 
abuse, neglect, exploitation, or isolations. She reiterated that these are the same duties and responsibilities 
of a current Social Worker II class. She explained that the occupational group study of 2001 provided an 
in depth analysis of the Social Worker position with the state service, including those assigned to Elderly 
Protective Services. She stated that this study resulted in a verbiage change so that Case Worker Services 
became similar. She stated that the job duties listed are not exhaustive but are general in nature, so as to 
include Social Worker duties that span different agencies. She noted that the verbiage change was 
presented to the Personnel Commission in 2002, who determined that the duties and responsibilities 
assigned to Social Worker who provides case management services and child protective services warrant 
pay at separate levels. She further explained that the then-Personnel Commission approved the Social 
Worker II and Social Worker III class specifications for the current series. She pointed out that the 
appeals for the approved class specifications have expired. She reiterated the duties of a Social Worker II 
currently and stated that the purpose of the position has not changed since 1993. She noted that Ms. 
Reinsch is the sole incumbent regarding the NDP 19, but the decision to grant the appeal will directly 
affect a minimum of 30 Social Worker II position in Elderly Protective Services for approximately 
$150,000. She further noted that it could produce changes for an additional 60 Social Worker II positions 
in Aging and Disability as a whole, as these workers could provide an argument that they also provide 
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protective services to seniors, for a total of unfunded liability of $150,000. She requested that the 
Commission deny the appeal. She asked for any questions. 

Commissioner Sanchez: Asked what the differences were in the minimum qualifications of Social 
Worker II and Social Worker III. 

Heather Dapice: Answered that the level III classifications included one year experience in the child 
protective field. She explained that the entry level requirements were also different in that level III are 
geared towards children and the adoption process as well as services rendered for them whereas level II is 
related to general social worker services including investigative techniques, conducting interviews to 
elicit sensitive information, making physical and behavioral assessments, making home visits, interacting 
diplomatically, making rapid decisions in confrontations, responding to sensitive and/or emergency 
situations, dealing appropriately with apathy and hostility and resistance. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were any more questions from the commissioners. 

Commissioner Mauger: Stated that both speakers spoke very quickly and he could not understand it all. 
He asked the appellate how long she has been employed. Ms. Reinsch: Answered that she has been with 
the agency for 10 years and was then a community-based worker for four years. Commissioner Mauger: 
Asked her if she'd filed an appeal before. Ms. Reinsch: Answered no. Commissioner Mauger: Asked if 
there was any one thing that made her bring the appeal. Ms. Reinsch: Answered no. She stated that the 
workers in the agency have discussed this for around six years when the changes actually started. She said 
that the agency wanted to do the appeal as a group but she could not get responses when gathering 
exhibits and information so she decided to appeal on her own. She stated that she felt the class should 
have been changed years ago. She pointed out that the minimum requirements Ms. Dapice pointed out 
were for all levels, including level III. 

Commissioner Mauger: Asked Peter Long if the reclassification affects more than just Ms. Reinsch and 
how many workers it would affect. Ms. Dapice: Answered 39 in Elderly Protective Services, then 92 in a 
different department, then 42 in the final department. Catherine Reinsch: Pointed out that only 
investigations are done for abuse and neglect and only done by Child Protective Services and Elderly 
Protective Services and referenced the occupational study group done in 2003. Commissioner Mauger: 
Stated that this is ongoing. He asked if it were increasing over and above. 

Commissioner Fox: Asked respondents to state their name for the record. 

Catherine Reinsch: Stated in 2002 the Nevada State Elderly Protective Services had just started and 
most of the other protective services work was being through welfare and the county. She stated that the 
job did not change drastically until 2010 but that there were changes prior to then. She stated that the 
more critical investigations on financial abuse were a result of county transition. She stated that the 
division requested participation in an occupational study group but were told that those studies were no 
longer being conducted. Commissioner Mauger: Asked if she were doing the same job then as she is 
now and what increased the number of home visits. Ms. Reinsch: Answered that home visits are being 
done by any social worker within the state. She stated that welfare does home visits as well as community 
based care, but pointed out that they do not go into the dangerous and critical volatile environments as the 
Elderly Protective Services workers do. She explained that in her home visit duties she is possibly 
impeding on personal rights, and deal with family abuse and financial abuse, and she feels those skills are 
considerably different. She stated that the Elderly Protective Services department get more training than 
any of the social services counterparts. She pointed out that the details and complexities are greater, not 
the duties, and how the job is done today is considerably different than in 2002. 

C 
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Commissioner Sanchez: Asked a question of Ms. Reinsch. He stated that the appellant provided a 
detailed letter to Ms. Easton made on April 14th. He noted that the end of the letter stated that "the 
Personnel Commission has already predetermined that there will never be any change to this class 
specification. regardless" and that it further states "in conclusion. I feel that the original classification 
determination is discriminatory and intentionally signalling out all other department social workers as 
inferior to the CPS department." He asked for clarification. Ms. Reinsch: Answered that in prior appeal 
decisions, submitted in her exhibits, the Personnel Commission stated there will never be a change and 
can't be a change. She further stated that the investigator that performs almost mirror duties to the Child 
Protective Services Social Worker and that in the class specifications one could remove the words 
"childcare" or "daycare" and replace them with "elderly" and "adult daycare." She noted that the EPS 
worker does have a voice in the adult being removed from an unsafe home and placed into a group home 
or assisted living. Commissioner Sanchez: Again asked where the issue of discrimination came up. Ms. 
Reinsch: Answered that she feels that the elderly population is being discriminated against the child 
population because the people doing the same duties in CPS have a level III whereas the workers in EPS 
have a level II. Commissioner Sanchez: Asked who was being discriminatory. Ms. Reinsch: Answered 
whoever wrote the class specifications was discriminating between the two and referenced again the 
letters stating that the Personnel Commission has made the direct order to disallow changes. 
Commissioner Sanchez: Clarified and asked if Ms. Reinsch believed that the Personnel Commission 
was discriminating against her. Ms. Reinsch: Answered that the discrimination was in not being allowed 
to change the description of the job and that the way the specifications were written is discriminatory. She 
noted that she was denied an opportunity to view the specifications of level III, which she also felt was 
unfair. She referenced her exhibits 10 and 11, which are written as discriminating against any other 
population and are only inclusive to Child Protective Services, foster care, or adoptions. Commissioner 
Sanchez: Thanked Ms. Reinsch and told Chairperson Fox it was unfortunate that Commissioner Spurlock 
was absent as his area of expertise is classification compensation, and that Commissioner Spurlock did 
submit a document to the Commission. Chairperson Fox: Affirmed. She stated she will read the 
commissioner's statement into the record during the discussion portion of the agenda item. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were any public comments related to this item. 

Kareen Masters: Introduced herself as the Deputy Director of the Department of Health and Human 
Services. She noted that this is a difficult situation for the Commission as it is difficult to take one 
position out of hundreds and make a classification decision based on that case. She stated that she has 
been involved in the occupational studies of social workers and pointed out that the Department of 
Personnel did make the recommendations of levels between the specialty areas and that at both times 
there subject matter groups that included social work, supervisors, managers, all who had extensive 
knowledge about the duties of those positions. She encouraged another occupational study to review all of 
the positions in concert. 

Chairperson Fox: Entertained a motion which was made and seconded. She then read Commissioner 
Spurlock's statement into the record: "While I am unable to participate in today's meeting as a voting 
member, I would still like to offer the following regarding Agenda Item V. I believe it is a management 
right, subject to all appropriate laws and approvals, to design work classifications. It is their right to 
weigh the various considerations such as internal equity, external equity, and the needs of department 
management in order for that department to achieve all of their goals and objectives. I believe that the 
state was more than within its right to design the Social Worker II classification the way it did and I 
believe that the preponderance of the same classification covers the duties of the position of Ms. 
Catherine Reinsch more appropriately than any other classification. Submitted, Andy Spurlock." 

Chairperson Fox: Asked for any further discussion from the commissioners. There was none. 
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MOTION: Motion to deny Ms. Catherine Reinsch's reclassification of Social Worker II to Social 
Worker III. 

BY: Commissioner Read 
SECOND: Commissioner Sanchez 
VOTE: Motion Passed. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL OF PROPOSED CLASS SPECIFICATION 
MAINTENANCE REVIEW OF CLASSES RECOMMENDED FOR REVISIONS 
AND ABOLISHMENT Action Item 

A. Clerical & Related Services 
1. Subgroup: Mail & Supply Services 

a 2.124 Mail Service Series 
2. Subgroup: Legal Support Services a. 2.159 Legal Assistant 

Kendn Martin: Introduced herself as a Staff Professional Trainee with the Division of Human Resource 
Management, Classification Section. She presented for approval of Item VI. A. 1. a and Item VI. A. 2. a 
on the agenda. She stated with regard to Item VI. A. 1.a., working with subject experts in the Mail Service 
series classification, it was reviewed as part of the biennial class specification maintenance review. She 
recommended that minor changes be made to the series concept, class concept, and special requirements 
to update verbiage to reflect new processes and better outline the duties of the positions in the Mail 
Service Series. She stated that revisions were made to clarify conflicting statements in the Mail Service 
Clerk I class concepts. She further that stated that due to the types of mail and packages handled and 
processed by some positions it was requested by DMV and DPS that a special requirement for successful 
completion of an FBI background check be added. She explained that Human Resource Management 
worked with agencies involved who supported the changes. She requested approval of the classification. 
She stated that in regard to Item Vi. A. 2. a, in conjunction with the class specification maintenance 
review process conducted by Human Resources Management it is recommended that the Legal Assistant 
class be abolished. She explained that during this review it was determined that there were no classified 
positions in this class within either state classified service or within the Nevada system of higher 
education. She explained that agencies which had previously utilized this classification indicated that they 
did not have plans to use the classification in the future. She requested approval of the abolishment of the 
class specification immediately. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Ms. Martin and asked for questions from the commission. There were none. 

MOTION: Motion to approve class specification changes for the Clerical Related Services series; 
specifically, the Mail and Supply Services series; and the abolition of the Legal Assistant 
class within the Legal Support Services subgroup. 

BY: Chairperson Fox 
SECOND: Commissioner Sanchez 
VOTE: Motion Passed. 

B. Medical, Health & Related Services 
I. Subgroup: Environmental & Health Protection 

a. 10.505 Health Resource Analyst Series 
2. Subgroup: Allied Therapies 

a 10.614 Therapeutic Recreation Specialist Series 
b. 10.673 Activities Therapy Technician Series 

Heather Dapice: Introduced herself as Personnel Analyst with the Compensation, Classification and 
Recruitment section, Division of Human Resource Management. She presented for approval 
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recommendations for changes to the class specification for the Health Resource Analyst, Therapeutic 
Recreation Specialist, and Activities Therapy Technician Series in the Medical, Health, and Related 
Services occupational group, a subgroup of the Environmental and Health Protection and allied therapies. 
She stated with regard to Item VI. B. 1. a, Health Resource Analyst, in consultation with subject matter 
experts from the Department of Health and Human Services, it was determined that only minor 
modifications were needed to the series concept to include the analysis of the national healthcare 
anatomy. She stated at the Resource Analyst III level a statement was added to include the provision that 
positions at this level may supervise other professional and/or clerical staff as assigned. She explained 
that these changes would not require modification of qualifications. She stated that in regard to Item VI. 
B. 2. a, Therapeutic Recreation Specialist, in consultation with subject matter experts in the Department 
of Health and Human Services, Department of Corrections, and the office of Veteran Affairs, it was 
determined that minor modifications to the series classifications were needed to account for changes in 
duties performed. She stated that minor changes were made in minimum qualifications to account for the 
changes. She stated in regards to Item VI. B. 2. b, Activities Therapy Technician, in consultation with 
subject matter experts from the Department of Health and Human Services, it was determined that minor 
changes were needed to the series concept to account for changes in verbiage used in duties performed. 
She stated these changes did not require modification to the minimum qualifications. She explained that 
throughout the process both management and staff participated and they support these recommendations. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if the commissioners had any questions. They had none. She asked if there was 
any public comment related to this item. There was none. 

MOTION: Motion to approve classification changes as identified under Item VI. B. 
BY: Commissioner Mauger 
SECOND: Commissioner Sanchez 
VOTE: Motion Passed. 

VII. REPORT OF UNCONTESTED CLASSIFICATION CHANGES 
Postings #9-15, #10-15, #11-15, #12-15, and #13-15 

Chairperson Fox: Stated that the Report of Uncontested Classification Changes is included in the 
commissioners' packets. 

VIII. DISCUSSION AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF DATES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS 

Chairperson Fox: Stated they are scheduled to meet September 13, 2015. She stated the next meeting 
after that would be in November 2015 instead of December, at the request of Division of Human 
Resource Management. 

Shelley Blotter: Noted that the September meeting is scheduled on the 25th and not the 13th, and that the 
next meeting is scheduled for November 13th. Chairperson Fox: Stated November 13th may present a 
problem for her. 

IX. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Chairperson Fox: Asked for any public comment. There was none. 

X. ADJOURNMENT 

Chairperson Fox: Adjourned the meeting. 

C 
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L 

STATE OF NEV ADA 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION - EMERGENCY REGULATIONS 

Carson City at the Gaming Control Board, 1919 College Parkway; and via video conference in 
Las Vegas at the Grant Sawyer State Building, Room 2450, 555 East Washington Avenue 

MEETING MINUTES (Subject to Commission Approval) 
Friday, June 19, 2015 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT 
IN CARSON CITY: Ms. Katherine Fox, Chairperson 

Mr. David Read, Commissioner 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT 
IN LAS VEGAS: Mr. David Sanchez, Commissioner 

Mr. Gary Mauger, Commissioner 

STAFF PRESENT: Lee-Ann Easton, Administrator, DHRM 
Shane Chesney, Sr. Deputy Attorney General 
Tawny Polito, Executive Assistant, DHRM 
Peter Long, Deputy Administrator, DHRM 
Shelley Blotter, Deputy Administrator, DHRM 
Carrie Hughes, Personnel Analyst DHRM 

CALL TO ORDER, WELCOME, ROLL CALL, ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Chairperson Katherine Fox: Opened the meeting. She welcomed everyone and took roll. She noted 
that commissioner 

II. PUBLIC COMMENT NOTICE: Read into record by Chairperson Fox: 
No vote or action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item of the agenda until the matter itself 
has been specifically included on an agenda as an item upon which action may be taken under NRS 
241.020. Comments will be limited to three minutes per person, and persons making comment will be 
asked to begin by stating their name for the record and to spell their last name. The Commission chair 
may elect to allow additional public comment on a specific agenda item when the item is being 
considered. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there was any public comment. There was none. 

III. DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL OR DENIAL OF PROPOSED EMERGENCY 
REGULATION CHANGES TO NEV ADA ADMINSITRATIVE CODE, CHAPTER 284. 

Action Item 

A. LCB File No. R138-13 Military Leave with Pay 
B. NAC 284.448 Time Not Counted Toward Completion of Probationary Period 

Carrie Hughes, personnel analyst with the Division of Human Resource Management (DHRM): stated 
that DHRM is proposing the amendments listed above as emergency amendments to allow for swift 
adoption and streamlined procedural requirements. Emergency amendments are effective only for 120 
days, and amendments will be brought back to the commission to be made permanent. These 
amendments are intended to bring the regulations into agreement with the statutory change to NRS 
281.145 made by Assembly Bill 388 of the 2015 legislative session, which was signed into law on June 4. 
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Effective July 1, NRS 281.145 requires the Personnel Commission to prescribe the 12-month period that 
state agencies will use to determine the eligibility of employees who are reservists or members of the 
National Guard to take military leave without loss of regular compensation. LCB File No. R138-13 
proposes that all state agencies, with the exception of the Office of the Military, continue to use a calendar 
year for this purpose. The Office of the Military has requested use of the federal fiscal year due to 
funding sources. Existing language in LCB File No. 138-13 has been removed as obsolete due to the 
amendment ofNRS 281.145. The amendment to NAC 284.448 references the change in the period used 
for calculating employees' military leave in NRS 281.145. 

Shelley Blotter: Read into the record the Statement of Emergency. 

Commissioner Sanchez: commented on Ms. Blotter's good work. 

MOTION: Move to approve changes to the Nevada Administrative Code Chapter 284, specifically 
military leave with pay, as well as time not counted toward completion of probationary 
period. 

BY: Commissioner Sanchez 
SECOND: Commissioner Read 
VOTE: Motion passed unanimously. 

IV. PUBLIC COMMENT: Read into record by Chairperson Fox: 

No vote or action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item of the agenda until the matter itself 
has been specifically included on an agenda as an item upon which action may be taken under NRS 
241.020. Comments will be limited to three minutes per person and persons making comment will be 
asked to begin by stating their name for the record and to spell their last name. The Commission chair 
may elect to allow additional public comment on a specific agenda item when the item is being 
considered. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked for any public comment. 

Ms. Lee-Ann Easton: Provided an update on the budget. All state employees will receive a one percent 
pay increase effective July 1, 2015, and a two percent increase effective July I, 2016. This is a cost-of
living adjustment (COLA). Merit salary increases, which were suspended in 2009, were restored in 2014 
and will continue. Furloughs were eliminated. Longevity was removed permanently. There was a small 
increase in PERS. 

DHRM had four significant items in the budget, all of which were approved. This included a position in 
Agency HR Services, a governor veterans recruitment position and a climate study position, as well as 
technology investment request. Phase three of the technology investment improvements will proceed, 
will include online employee status maintenance transactions, online service jackets and online payroll 
projection. 

Commissioner Fox: Asked if the intent is to ultimately be paperless. Ms. Easton: Confirmed that is the 
goal and said that ultimately supervisors will be able to create performance appraisals and reviews, 
although requirements dictate agency meetings with the employees, and face-to-face conversations are 
encouraged. 

X. ADJOURNMENT 

Chairperson Fox: Adjourned the meeting. 
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Personnel Commission Meeting 
September 25, 2015 

FOR INFORMATION ONLY 

Presenta.tion of Hearing Officer Case Handling Statistics and Satisfaction Survey Results 

At the time that the Hearings Division was selected as the primary hearing officers for disciplinary 
and Whistleblower appeals, the Commission requested periodic updates. The Division of Human 
Resource Management (DHRM) has provided statistics and analysis of: 

• Average # of Days from Appeal to Outcome or 9/1/15 
• Average Cost Per Appeal 
• Type of Outcomes FY12 - FY16 

Additionally, the Commission requested periodic customer satisfaction survey results. The 
attached survey results were collected and prepared by the Hearings Division of the Department 
of Administration. They include: 

• Personnel Survey- summary of all appeal officer's (hearing officer's) survey results 
• Individual survey results for Charles Cockerill, the independent contractor selected to 

conduct hearings when the Hearings Division was unable to hear the case 
• Individual survey results for Hearings Division employees: 

o Gary Pulliam 
o Loma Ward 
o Rajinder Nielsen 
o Whitney Derrah 

• Individual survey results for Paul Lychuk, Special Appeals Officer appointed by Governor 
Sandoval 

Summary 

The current contract with the Hearings Division will expire on June 30, 2016. At the November 
2015, Personnel Commission meeting the DHRM will request the Personnel Commission to advise 
the DHRM whether or not to extend the current contract with the Hearings Division and/or the 
independent contractor, Charles Cockerill. 
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The Hearings Division average number of days from appeal to outcome remains below the 6-
month processing time, although on average there has been an increase in processing time since 
appeals were heard by the pool of hearing officers. 

Average # of Days from Appeal to Outcome or 9/1/15 

200 
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FY16 FVlS FY14 FV13 FY12 

• Hearings Division • Other Hearing Officers 

Hearings Division Average Days Currently Pending: 143 
Other Hearing Officer Average Days Currently Pending: 64 

The cost per appeal has significantly dropped since the Hearings Division was contracted to 
perform the hearings function. Additionally, D HRM staff time to process appeals has been greatly 
reduced allowing for the reallocation of staff resources. Note: The costs related to a decision that 
is appealed to District Court, e.g., court filing fees and transcription of the record were not included 
for the Hearings Division or the other pool of hearing officers. If they had been, the average cost 
per case would have increased for the pool of hearing officers as the DHRM would have been 
responsible as the record holder. The Hearings Division is the record holder for their decisions 
and as such, the Hearings Division is responsible for these costs. 

Average Cost Per Appeal 
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The Hearings Division hearing officers affirmed a smaller percentage of appeals than the pool of 
hearing officers but the Hearings Division hearing officers also reversed fewer disciplinary actions 
than the pool of hearing officers. The overall smaller number of cases actually handled by the 
Hearings Division may be contributing to the differences in the outcome percentages. 

Type of Outcome - Other Hearing Officers FY12 - FV16* 

• Affirmed - 69 

• Dismissed -19 
37% 

• Reversed - 30 

• Settled - 42 

• Withdrawn - 42 

• Through September 1, 2015 

22% 

16% 

~--------

25% 

Type of Outcome - Hearings Division FY12 - FV16* 

• Affirmed - 21 1% 

• Dismissed - 12 

• Reversed - 6 

• Settled - 17 

• Withdrawn - 11 

• Other-1 

"' Through September 1, 2015 

9% 

~-------------_J 
Affirmed: The agency disciplinary action was upheld. 
Dismissed: The hearing officer determined that the appeal was filed in the wrong jurisdiction, 

was filed untimely, the employee left state service, or the employee did not have 
the right to appeal. 

Reversed: The agency disciplinary action was reversed. 
Settled: The appellant and the agency agreed upon a resolution prior to the appeal being 

heard by a hearing officer. 
Withdrawn: After filing an appeal, the appellant decided to no longer seek a hearing officer 

decision. Appeals are typically withdrawn prior to a hearing. 
Other: The appellant did not have the right to appeal. 
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The Hearings Division has a slightly higher rate of decisions that have been appealed to district 
court compared to the pool of hearing officers, but the percent affirmed by the District Court is 
only slightly decreased. This difference may, in part, be explained by the relatively higher number 
of appealable decisions rendered by the pool of hearing officers compared to the number of 
decisions render by the Hearings Division which could be appealed. 

Other Hearing Officer Decisions FY12 - FY15 
3% 3% 

• Affirmed by District Court 

• Reversed by District Court 

• Not Appealed 

93% 

Hearings Division Decisions FY12 - FY15 
8% 

• Affirmed by District Court 

• Reversed by District Court 

• Not Appealed 
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Personnel Survey-Totalo f All Appeals Officers 
;1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS 

~ ' 
w "'I, 

~ 

Excellen Very Satis Unsatls N/ANo Response 
' Ii-Answer Options ., Fair 

t Good fact_ory fadory Opinion Count 
-----...-.. ----..-~...:..~- :-:-----"r,'~~~~--."--:-::~- • 5~ Conduds proceedings pundually and timely. ·· ,, _ ·' :.'~ /' '•. ~ ? , ~ .. ~ ·-• . .'" .. ·3 5 1 0 2 16 

Maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. ,. •" .~ :.', ,,.. ' · ~ ·· · ·, :' " -~, ~; ct:· 
I 

6 ~· 2 6 1 1 0 ,J 16 
!j; l .. ,: 

,c::!; i::.:·): ,,. }1t ·t:: ' Demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. ··..; 6 --:.;. 1 6 1 2 f: 0 ? .... 16 
l " i ~· ~: ) ~ .. ' 1~ Allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 6 ,.;: 1 7 0 2 0 }. . 1.6 !. ll 

~" 
Allows the parties to present their cases without unnecessary interference or disruption. :~ ff 6 2 5 2 1 .:f~ 0 L 16· 

~ .. r ~..:-.; 
~ Renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. ;;: -~. 4 :.(oe 3 6 0 1 2 i's -· ' l 

Re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 3 3 4 0 0 6 16 
Total# of comments r~ardirig_Appeal~ Officer's Judicial ~ '!_nag~me~t ~kill! 5 

answered !l.Uestion 16 

2. TEMPERAMENT AND DE.MEANOR 

Answer Options· ~, ~, i'. - < ',, Excellen Very Satis Fair Unsatls N/~ ~o Response 
t Good fa~ory - fadory Opinion Count 

'---.:....-·~~ .. ~---~-~-~·-· . .,;. ~-~-----.,.....-~ 
Demonstrates a general sense of fairness. . ., .~ ~ "· · ' ~' l · ,, ·: ,-. ', ' s: · · . , . >-:' 6 2 3 2 3 0 ~ 6 

. ded " " · · ·., ' .. ," • . · · " . ' .. . 6 1 5 1 3 0 l 1· 6 D emonstrates open-mm ness. :;-; '" - ·'\" .. -~ ·,,.,,·,~ "' · ·. , .. · ~ ."... . 
0 

• Demonstrates courtesy to all participants. ·· i~L- ',. ·: ·' .- · '\, .~ -{ · t "'. \,,,.'".:' \ . 6 1 7 1 1 ,.,t O J ~16 
'!:; 'r~·".i:: ;, ,, - ~ <: u.,..... :; :-.1~~ ""I. ~. "'1 

Demonstrates absence of arrogance. '\ · ;., ,. , ~ J \ <"}-. \>· · ". 6 2 5 2 1 0 / ' 16, 
Demonstrates attentiveness. ,:'{';,c•,· .• .' "t -;,·\i4

~ .. '~t~.·, ,:;::: , 6 " 2 6 0 2 0 l ·16 
Demonstrates ability to really listen. ·· ·· ~ .. ;· " .;: • .. ".. ~ ,, 6 1 5 1 3 0 l 16 
Demonstrates professionalism and expertise. · \,r·· ~ 5 2 4 2 0 3 16 

l# of comments regardjng Appeals Officer's Temperament and Demeanor. 2 
- - - - · answered question 16 

3. LEGAL KNOWLEOGE 

Answer Options • ·· ' ~ ~ =·· :: \ ;~ ' ~ - '1 ·~ '~ ' . Excellen Very Satis F . Unsatis NIA No Response 
c ~ • ~ • , , • , t Good fadory air fadory Qphiion Count 

. --,---~~·..,,.,._..._ __ "="·--·. --.,-~~--~---~~ 
Knowledge of relevant substantive law. · " i? , ., ~~; •• .,., : · ;· ~ •· _, ',, 5 1 3 4 2 1 16 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. ~ , . ·, ; ". . .. = · ,. : "'. ,. . . ~ , " 6 , 2 4 2 2 -¥' 0 16 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. ' ," .~ ·"' , - ',,~:, :'. '.\" 5 2 ' 3 0 2 ~ 4 16 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. c ~· , 4 2 4 2 1 3 • 16 

Total # of comments regarding Appeals Officer's Legal Knowledge. ·4· 
---- - - - answered ifµesiion 16 
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Personnel Survey-Total of All Appeals Officers 
4. PERFORMANCE 

, ~ ~ 
'1,·, 

Answer Options . - . ' .. ' ' Excellen Very Satis 
Fair 

Unsatis N/ANo 
l ~, ' ' .., t Good factory factory Opinion ' -·· 

~.:':"'"'"......-::--~ ~--~"":'!"": ~"':'·~'!_~_--:- ~ 

Demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 5 1 5 1 3 1 l "" 16 

Demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 5 1 3 2 4 1 ~ 16 

Demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems-arising during the 
>· t 

6 2 5 0 3 0 l ~ 16 proceeding. 

Demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence 
5 2 2 3 3 1 16 and arguments before rendering a decision. ' l'" 

Demonstrates decisiveness. 5 2 3 2 3 1 ; 16 -" • 
~ 

Conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 6 2 3 0 1 4 t•• 16 

Total# of comments regarding Appeals Officer's Performance. _ 6. 
. - - - answenJd question- 16 

I 
-r· -

BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY 
- -

.~ 
'~~ 

' Excellen Very Satis Unsatls N/ANo Respor1$e 
Answer Options ' - Fair . . ' t Good factory factory O~inion Count ,. 

..:,;, 

Demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
" "· '.,. 7 "" 1 4 1' 3 0 ., 16 

class, or other factor. 1-: -.~ 
-i 
-

{, 
Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of appellant and his or her representative. 

r:i, 

6 2 3 3 2 0 J 16 

Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of management and management's ;-: -6 2 3 2 3 0 16 
representative(s ). ' 
Demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a ,' 
decision. 

Demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the 

,- 6 1: 3 2 3 1 . 1 · 16 

~ 

_,'., 1 

parties or counsel. ; ·':.: 
6 1 2 1 5 1 l 16 

' ~ ' ~ 
..... ' Li .. '·;;r r_!I 

~- ~ 1_ "l 
I ~ Demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 6 1, 2 • 1 ' 4 2 16 

' t Demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 7 1 3 2 2 1 16 
L 

Treats all people with dignity and respect. 7 1 6 1 1 0 16 
Total# of comments regarding Appeals._ Officer's Bias And Objectivity. 5 

answenJd question 16 
.... 
" 
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,Q 
Personnel Survey - Total-of All Appeals Officers 

6. RETENTION: Taking everything into account. would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Answer Options 

. 
Total # of 

answere

% 

Yes, retain this Appeals Officer. 66.7% 10 
No, do not retain this Appeals Officer 33.3% 5 

comments. 6 
d qu~ofl 16 

7. BACKGROUND INFORMATION:Please indicate approximately how many times you have appeared before 
1

or observed this appeals' officer in the last year. 

h Answer Option~ % Total 

;'"'· Less than 3 appearances 100.0% 16 
4-6 appearances 0.0% 0 .-~ I 

• 7-10 appearances 
; 

0.0% 0 ' 
~ 1 O+ appeara_nces 

~ 

0.0% 0 
answeriil question 16 

. 
8. Do you normally represent? 

Answer Options 
' 

.. ~ 
':Ii 

' 
l:' ' ·~ ' I 

l 

I' 11 

,,. 
;] 

% Total 

Employees 
Emp!o~ers 

r-,11,.. " 

--;:.---.. -----'"""•- ---~~~ 

. .,._,.---:.:c ~,.,.... ,:_ 

r 
,. 

'!:"" ---.-, - ...., ---~_._,,~..._Jr, 

~ " 

__ .. - - ---~· ___ - r,:.. .... . 

--------~ - -..-""-"' .~, 

37.5% 
62.5% .. -~. - --- ----~ 

answiiiei:I (J_U8$tion 

6 
10 

16 

co -
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Personnel Survey of HR Contracted Hearing Officer, Charles Cockerill 

1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKJl,.LS 
... r;"' . ~ . ~ 

.'f~ ~LI~~.., ~·- - .v..·t:. ., . . 1 ~ -~ .'-"r. . .p Excellen Very Satisfact F . Unsatisfa NIA No ResPonse ~ ;tj Answer Options l 
r 

' ' ., air ct O .. 
.. ii I".. I': t :al .... ['! 

r 

_ _;_:..,. 'l.,,.. ;;:.' t Good ory _ ory pm1on Count ""'---~ ~~--~---:---
Conducts proceedings punctually and timely. ~. ·,, 0 

~ 

1 0 0 0 0 1 
Maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 0 0 1 0 0 0 . . 1 

~ • ~ C. 

~ . Allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 0 0 1 0 0 0 " 
Allows the parties to present their cases without unnecessary interference or disruption. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 t~. 
Demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 0 0 1 0 0 0 j':i::: 1 

1,,;·'j', 
Renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 0 1 0 0 0 0 1~ 1 L ~ 
Re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. ' :,: ~ ,- 0 1 0 0 0 0 ! 1 
Comments regarding Appeals Office_r'i; J~dicial Manage~ nt Skjlls _ ·

- answered quesd(!n 
skipl!!!:#_<1.uestion 

- - I ' 2_. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR 
----';; 

Excellen Very Satisfact F I Unsatisfa NIA No Respp_nse 
Answer Options ' - a" -

t Good ory a r ctory Opinion _ ~,,, ,-.:;~k.-::. u~ __ '"_~:: __ t_ . .,._ -~- .. ~-. -..--.-i 

Demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Demonstrates open-mindedness. " 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Demonstrates absence of arrogance. 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Demonstrates attentiveness. 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Demonstrates ability to really listen. 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Demon~tes professionalism and expertise. 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Comments ~egarding__ Appeals Officer's Temper~me"!_ an~ Demea~ :... 

~ 

answeiei/ gu!!5tion 1 
slfipped guestion 0 

L l-1". - ' j3. LEGAL KNO~EDQE 
- r~ ~ 

'7 ~ 

Excellen Very Satisfact F Unsatisfa NIA No Response 
Answer Options ~ 8 I ,c t "Good ory r ct~ry Opinion Count --~- --- -----
Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 

~~. 

0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 
1 

0 1· 

. 1 rr· .I 

l:' 
1 

Knowledge of rules and procedure. 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. 0 0 1 0 0 0 

... 
IQ 

ount C

http:SKJl,.LS
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Personnel Survey of HR Contracted Hearing Officer, Charles Cockerill 
Comments r~ ar~ ng Appeals Offi90r's Legal Knowledge. 

4. PERFORMANCE 

roblems arising during the 

Ex

nd rules. 
Demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving p

cellen 'Answer Options 
t 

Demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 0 
Demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws a 0 

qr 

0 proceeding. 
Demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairty weighs all evidence and \;: 

0 arguments before rendering a decision. i 
Demonstrates decisiveness. 0 
'Conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off ngs. the record proceedi 0 
Comments r~ardii:ig_ Appeals Officer's Performance. 

V~.ry Satisfact 
Good o~ 

0 1 
0 0 

0 1 
:;.,. 

0 ~t 1 

0 1 
0 0 

1 
I 

0 

Fair V11$atisfa N/~ ~o Response 
ctory ~ pm1on Count 

0 0 0 1 
• :ij .... 

1 0 0 ~J . .j 
.. 

0 0 0 j 1 
~c~ 

,,I 0 0 0 1 -~ ·;)l ,' h~ 0 0 :-¥-~- 0 1 
r·-,:i l 0 0 1 r 1 

0 
answered question- 1 

skipP.!IJ!. g_uesti..on 0 

_5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY 

Excellen Very Fair Unsatisfa NIA No Respon~ Sati~fact Answer Options 
t Good ory ctory Opinion Count 

Demonstrate~ 
f. 0 . 0 0 ·~' ' 1 0 ~- 0 1 ·.t. . ·ti class, or other factor. 

ethnicity, religion, social n absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, 
.• ! ~~~ ... 

, Demonstrat Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 0 0 0 ~-.:7 1 ·· '· 0 "Th 
'ij 

0 
j 

to ,1 
r,,•', 1 -:,. Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 0 0 0 0 0 1 r , 

1!:fl i;.. 

1 0 0 0 0 .. 11 ·~~ ·~' 0 • , ·1 . r. Demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering•a decision. 
1 

' ) Demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the parties 
0 0 0 0 1 0 l 1 

or counsel. 
Demonstrates the ability to make difficult or s. 

- , ....... ______ .._-=--""--.............. -'"-------'--

e of impropriety. 

_ 

unpopular decision

'--

0 
,;· 

0 \. 0 0 1 0 ~;._ 

Demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearanc 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Treats all people with dignity and respect. 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Bias And Objectivity. ____ .....,.. _ - answetedquestion 

skipped question 

N 
0 



Personnel Survey of HR Contracted Hearing Officer, Charles Cockerill 

1
6. RETENTION: Taking everything-into acco_unt, would yQu recQmmend re.iaihing V,is H.R Contracted Hearing 
Officer? 

~er Options 

Yes, retain Appeals Officer Cockerill. ~ \,. .~ ., ' • 0.0% 
No, do not retain Appeals Officer Cockerill. 100.0% 
Please use the space provided for any additional comments you may have. Your comments will be provided - - ------ -- ---- - ·- ---- - ---ans~guestion 

ski/JI!!!!!.. question 

0 
1 
0 

1 
0 

% Total 

7. 8ACKGROUND INF,;ORMATION_; Pl~iooi~e approximately how manytimes you have appeared before or 
observed this appeals officer in tile last year. 

Answer Options . % Total 
~ [' "'. ' ' 

~-___,....,. '~.- ":" .... ·- ~ .. ~ --~-~.---~- -
Less than 5 appearances 100.0% 1 
5-10 appearances 0.0% 0 
11-25 appearances 0.0% 0 
25+ appearances _ ______ __ _ _ 0,0% 0 

answered question 11 
!kf P.ped_question 0 

8. Do you nonnally represent? 
--~rr .. ~ ~ 

' ' ' 
'Answer Options ~ ' ~ % Total ~ 

~-r--·~~~-Je.-,L-~---.-..i~~-~~-_;:! ...... -~1.T ... ...:,~.:..~~~.'-~~ ~-~ 
Claimants 0.0% 0 
Employers 100.0% 1 
Insurers 0.0% 0 
Third-Party Administrators 0.0% 0 
Other ' 0~0% 0 

- -~ --- :__c __ . .., _ __ _ .........: 

ilnt1wered question 1 
skipP.!!f!.. q,uestion 0 

!::! 
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Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Gary Pulliam 
1. JUDICIAL MANAGEME-NT SKILLS 

Answer Options " ~ - Excellen Very Satisfact F . Un~ti~ NIA No Response 
, t Good ory air ctory Opinion Count 

Conducts~proceedings punctually and timely. - - --. -. ~ ~·-· .. , 2 O 2 O O - O 4 
Maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. '" ·X. ,; .. 2 O 2 O O ". O ;; ~ 
Demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. i· -~ :' .• :.. 2 O 1 1 o ·~··' o ~}' · 4 
Allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. '.:~;,? i 2 O 2 O O •.. O t ,, 4 
Allows the parties to present their cases without unnecessary interference or disruption. " ,, , 2 O 2 O O , .. O J · 4 
Renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. "' • : 1 O 2 O O ··· 1 ; 4 
Re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. , , "..\ . ::./" ?~ ;: ·:. .. -~ .• ,/, O O O O O ;r,:r 4 L 4 
Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Judicial Management Skills · · "' ~ "' .. 1 

--- - -~ - -- -- - --· - ·answBIJ!(/ qiiii'ji,n ~ 4, 

sJfjpped question _ _ _O 

2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR 

Answer Options ~ • ~ ~ " , ,.: ~, i ~ ' ~ , Excellen Very Satisfact' Fair Unsatisfa NI~ ~c;, ResponJ8 
, ,._ • · ·· , . t Good ory ctory OpmJon Count 

~-'-~-· ~-.:.-,~----:;~---.·~~r~::--~· "'""'""'r~-~.-,.___ - ~ ~-- -

Demonstr~tes a general sense of fairness. : · ·· · · ·· '• -': ,. 2 0 1 1 0 0 . 4 
Demonstrates open-mindedness. ~ ' ' "' .~ .. , _ .:J: .\, " :~ · ::·, ~ ,, . -~.-- · 2 0 1 1 0 0 ·1 4 
Demonstrates courtesy to all participants. , ~"'\:, • , ~ ~ ,'" ,;.. { ·i,, "·, '. ., ,, .'\ ·,0 

• ,•.;,.: ~ \,? 2 0 2 0 0 0 t , ,·, ; . ,·.., ~ 
Demonstrates absence of arrogance. · · : '- ··,,, ,,;e .• , .• ::.·_ ;· ., · ,,'' ,;'.,} .,. .. , ·:: .. • • ~ '' 2 O 1 1 0 . 0 l 4 
Demonstrates attentiveness. , '.' ·~:\., .~ ·: .• ~ ••. · .. :.~::·:·,~.I."' :;, >:· .' )' l ~ . ,. ·., .: ""· 2 0 2 0 0 i. 0 ;" 4 
Demonstrates ability to really listen. · ;• · ; ' ~ "' ' : ~t; • , ~: ::/\, ,. ·. ; :,c' .. • ': • , 2 0 1 1 0 0 ~ 4 
Demonstrates professionalism and expertise. , . 2 0 1 1 0 0 .. i 4 
Comments regarding Ap~als Officer's Temperament and Demeanor. e , " , ·~· ,, " ~ ·"' " - . . , ,, 0 --- -· - - - - - - - -~ - . ~ - -- . - - - " 4 

----------------"---------~~~~~-----,------- - · .. __ ...... _ 0 

3. LEGAL KNOWL.EDGI; 

Answer Options ""' ·'· • • • '' -:! - e<~Hen Very Satist:lct Fair Unsatisfa NIA No Response 
. . , _ "' t Gpod ory c.tory Opinion Count 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. ':--- ~-.~,; .:/~-~ ~ 7' ·_ ~ --":";'~· ·= ~----:---~-· -- 2 0 1 1 0 0 . ~ A 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. ,,·· · ',, · , ·+ · •• ., ~ '' •' ~ '.· • 2 0 2 0 0 ·'' 0 . ( ~ 4 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. - , •; 1<· > ·., , 5 .. ' ,,, ., / ~"; 2 0 ,~ 1 0 0 .. 1 . "') 4 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. '' :'' ,;- · ~ .'{ ~ , . ~- .) '·.~·,·.,;-::. ~ " ;;.- 1 0 ,, 2 0 0 ~J;~·:.,. t i · i ~ 4 
Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Legal Knowledge. . ..... '>.;,, ~ .'~ \ ;:;\.;'.' - ., ;,.. _ '" ... · .~ ' .'t\ ,, : w ;r'. • • O 

"' "' 

~ 
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Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Gary Pulliam 

ntify and analyze relevant issues. Demonstrates the ability to ide

answered question 4 
skipped question 0 

'4. RERFORMANCE 

Excellen Very Satisfact F . Unsatisfa NIA No Respo!:)Se Answer Options 
t GQ.Od -ory aJr ctory Qpinion CQunt 
2 0 1 0 1 0 4 

Demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 2 0 1 0 .. ··1,, 0 A .. 1· ~ >t-' 'r,; 

Demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the ; 

2 0 1 0 1' 0 4 proceeding. l 
1 
• Demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 

2 0 0 2 0 0 ' . 4 arguments before rendering a decision. t ~ 
Demonstrates decisiveness. 2 0 1 0 1 0 J-

1 4 
Conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 2 0 1 0 0 1 4 !• ;:: 

Comments rE!g_~ding_ Appeals Officer's Performance. ~2 
answered ql!BStiOn 4 

skippe.5Lquestion 0 
I 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY 
~ "l .,.. ~. 

• } 
" 

C Excellen Very Satisfact F . Unsatisfa NIA No Response 
I~ M ~! ~, •• rti l Answer Options ' 

~ 

t Gooq ory air ctory Opinion Count 
Demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethn icity, religion, social .;li 2 0 2 0 4 class, or other factor. ir~ 

, .. ., 1,; __ 
•.1i':' ;~ Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of appellant and his or her representative. 2 0 1 1 4 

4' 

<!'-' ~ 

2 0 ~ <t .> 0 
Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of management and management's representative(s). ~. 

2 0 1 .. " 1 4· 
Demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. 

~ 

Demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the 
2 0 1 0 4. 

parties or counsel. 
', '". . ~ -A' ., Demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 2 ' 0 0 1 4 ,. ;.!; :\ 

~ '1 :,. 
'cf; Demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 2 0 0 2 4 , . .t~ 

. :. ~f .... Treats all people with dignity and respect. 
 

'l': 2 0 2 0 4. 
Commen~__r:~ _arding_ ~peals Office~ Bia~ And Objecti'-'!ty. 2 

4, 
0 

0 

0 

i 1 

~ 0 

1 

1 
0 
0 

w IV 



Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Gary Pulliam 

6. RETENTION: Taking everything into a~unt, would you rec;ommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Answer Options 

Yes, retain Appeals Officer Pulliam. 
No, do not retain Appeals Officer Pulliam. 50.0% 2 

% 

," )~'I., ~.'- : ··~ ~:;1 ',~ii' to _ ~:·-;,,_ .7" 50.0% 

Total 

2 

Please. .use the space provided for any additional comments you may have. Your comments will be 1 
--- -- - --- • - - -- - answl}f'f!dqll9Stion 4, 

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~ sMppedqyestion 0 

7. BACKGRQUN.D INFORMATION:Please indicate approximately how many times you have appeared before or 
observed this ,appeals officer in ttte last year. 

Answer OptiQns :r % Total 
·' ... ......___..._-_.,, ' ~.--"!'.......--n.-· --··~~;;~._...---:~~~: -

Less than 3 appearances 100.0% 4 
4-6 appearances 0.0% 0 
7-10 appearances 0.0% 0 
1 O+ ap~arances 0.0% 0 

,answerf!(I qqestion 
sMpped q~estlon 

4 
o' 

8. Do you normally represent? 

Answer Options 

Employees 

Em~~e~ ~~~~--~~~--~~~~......,~---""'"""__.c--'-~~~~~ 75.0% 
answe[fJd q(!ttStion 

sMppefl Q!!eslion 

3 
41 
0, 

% 

25.0% 

Total 

1 

~ 



- --

Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Loma Ward 
1. JUDICIAL MANAGEM_ENT SKILLS 

AnsWer Options ·• ' ,: : ~" , : , · · ,,:· ·· ' ~ "' ~ ' ' Excellen Very Sati~fact F . Unsatisfa NIA No Response 
" - '~ _ . ~ ' ~ t G9Qd ory air ctory Opinion Count 

Conducts proceedings punctually and timely. .-.... · ~- __ ,_..,.,_ .. ,". - - ~, .___,,..._. 1 · 2 1 O O O 4 

Maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. ,. · 1 2 1 O O O } · 4 
1 Demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. >, -.., ··, ,, 1 1 2 O o ~ O 4 

Allows adequate time for presentation of the,case in light of existing time constraints. ·,. 1 1 "' 2 O O O ~ 4 
Allows the parties to present their cases without unnecessary interference or disruption. ., . 1 ~ 2 1 O O O f 4 
Renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 1 2 1 O O O l 4 
Re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. ~ L .~ .r.. " • .. 1 2 1 0 O O ~ 4 • 

Commentsr~ardingAppealsOffi<:_er'_sJudicialManagementSkil~ '" __ ' __ •. _:~ _.,- ' __ ··''· ___ . __ ,,1_ 
answered ql,!estion 4 

ski!!/!!!!!.. question O 

2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR 

-~ J,. '' ' ' ~ • Excellen Very Sati~ct F Unsatisfa NIA No Response 
An swer-Opti ans 

• 

• Good - ar I . . c , - ~ _ ~ ~ ·- ~ . t ory · ctory O pm1on aunt 
Demonstrates a general sense of fairness. - ,,,_ ---.- -_ ... -ec ~ · -. • ,<·, -:--~ -- ·• --;'0=~- · · , · 1 2 0 0 1 0 . 4 

Demonstrates open-mindedness. ~ -, : , . . ' ~' 1 1 1 0 1 0 l ~ 4 
Demonstrates courtesy to all participants. '' ,,, ·· " , "- 1 1 2 0 0 0 ·~-· 4 . .,. ' - .. ,. ~ I 
Demonstrates absence of arrogance. -~: ,t "' , , ,1 2 1 0 0 0 r · 4 
Demonstrates attentiveness. ' : " , , • ~ ~ ' '' 1 2 1 0 0 0 ( 4 
Demonstrates ability to really listen. r., · 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 ~ ,4 
Demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 1 2 0 0 O 1 , 4 
Comments regarding Appeals .Officer's Temperament and Demeanor. . ,. _ 1 

- '--· --- ·- ___ , .;:_,~- - __, -- - -- .... - - - - - ~ -- - - ....... -
answt,red question 

skipped question 

3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE 
~ 

1 - .. " • . .... ~ , 

.;, ,· '<.~,'" ' • .,_ Ex II '' S • fa U "sfa II.I/AN R Answe,; Options ~ · _ , · 'Ii: ·· .. "' ,. '" ~ , .ce en_ very atis ct Fair nsati ,..," o e 
 

espons
' ·~ ; _ . t Good ory ctory Opinion Cgunt

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. ~-., · · · - · ···· · · , ·, • ; , :--· .-,~ ,. - ,' 1 1 1 0 1 0 .,.. 4 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. ,. ·~ •• - . ', } . ',, 1 1 2 0 0 0 i ' 4 Co - , ;, , • , , 

·d ·., · 0 ·· "' , ' '"" •· · ' 1 2 1 o o o I 4 no ge O rues O ev, ence. ,. ,.., ~ "·" v .,: r,, ,. . , , ~,,_ , .. 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. ·' ·. ~. · _, 1 2 , __ ~1 ,- 0 0 0 · f 4 
Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Legal Knowledge. .;, , ~ · ·· · ,.~ ,, t 2 

K wled f I f 

0 • 

.... 
VI 



() 

Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Loma Ward 

4. PERFORMANCE 

Very Satisfact F . Unsatisfa NIA No Response 
Good 9ry @Ir ctory Opinion Count 

1 1 0 1 0 ,4 
1 1 .1 0 '' 1 ' .. · 0 ; 4 

2 1 0 0 ';, 0 ~ 4 
j 

~ .1 
2 ~ O O 1 t O : 4 arguments before rendering a decision. 

 
 and rules. 
 problems arising during the 

d fairly weighs all evidence and 

Excellen Answer Options 

Demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues.
Demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws
Demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving
proceeding. 
Demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents an

J 

Demonstrates decisiveness. 1 2 0 1 0 >· 0 J,. 4 
Conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 1 2 1 o o o ·I 4 
Comments r~~rding_ Appeals Officer's Perf(?rmance. - ~-- 1 

answered question- ~i 
skif!ped question o· 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY 

Ex~llen Very Satisfact F . Unsati$fa NIA No Response Answer Options 
t Good ory -air ctory Opinion Count 

Demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ocial 

tive(s). 

ethnicity, religion, s
2 1 0 0 1 _tf 0 1 4 

class, or other factor. i 
, h i Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of appellant and his or her representative. 1 2 0 1 0 0 4 

r~ ' 

1 2 ' 0 0 1 0 l ,'4 
Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of management and management's representa ' j 

·", 1 .. 

2 . ~·>' ··1:·-· ; ,--.. 0 0 1 
-. 

0 ' 4 . . Demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. .; 'E" ?~' >:_<_,5 ._ 

Demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the parties 

.---------...;;....-,,.........~--""""-------....._-

. 
 of impropriety. 

An(! C>f?jectivity. ----

2 ' 1 0 0 ~;f ) ,;;/" 0 ! . 4 
or counsel. I , Demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions 0 0 1 0 4 " l' :? ··.-"· Demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance 0 0 0 1 · 1-... 4 

.... 
Treats all people with dignity and respect. 0 1 0 0 ~ 4 
Comments reg_a!ft~g_ Ap~als Officer's Bias _

4: 
I 

0 
IV 
en 

1 
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Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Loma Ward 

6. RETENTION: Taking everything int9 account. woy)d you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Answer Options % Total 

Yes, retain Appeals Officer Ward. 75.0% 3 
No, do not retain Appeals Officer Ward. 25.0% 1 
Please use the space provided for any additional comments you may have. Your comments will be provided 2 

- ~~ - · - - ------- -- answered quesiiiin 4 
0 ~~-----~~---------~---~~------- skippedques;;..;r;,,;..;;·a-'-'n __ 

,1. 8ACKGROUND-INFQRMATION:Please Indicate approximately how many-times you have appeared before or 
observEld ,this ,appeals officer in the I~ year. 

- " Answer Options 
~ 

!,.' ; 

' ~ 

% Total 

Less than 3 appearances 
....... -· - . __. _ _, J;_·~- .----________,..~.__---t.,1,..,_. [! - --~ .. . .. ·- -

> ,- 100.0% 4 
4-6 appearances ' Q.0% 0 
7-10 appearances ' O.Q% 0 
1 O+ appearances - 0.0% 0 

4 
0 

8. Do ¥OU normally represent? 

50.0% 2 Employees BIISweniif qtltlSllon 4 
Employers slripf'l'I!_ gusstJon 0 

Answer Options % T~I 

!50.0% 2 

...... "' 



--- - -
Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Paul Lychuk 
1. JUDICIAL MANAG._EMENT SKILLS 

' 
Answer Options .,_ · ' · " ~ ,., ' .,~ · • " ,. ·: • · " ,, Excellen Very Satisfad Fair UnSQlisfa NIA No R9!Sponse 

;, fa . , t Good ory dory Opinion Count 
Conducts proceedings pundually and timely. ...,... ~ - - .. ~ ~-;---·- - ___, _.,,._.._.,... ~- O O O O O 1 1 

Maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. O O O O 1 O 1" · , \ 1 
Demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. , , O O O O ' 1 ' , O J _': ·; 1 j 

Allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. ·~ O O O O 1 O i 1 
Allows the parties to present their cases without unnecessary interference or disruption. O O • O 1 O O I ~1 
Renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. O O O O 1 O r · :-1 
Re-schedules continuances pundually and timely. _ 0 0 ' 1 O O O J ~ ' ·1 
Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Judicial Management Skills _ _ '· • . ,1 

~ - ----- - - - - . -- - -- - - - - 4.>·= ~-
answered question "' 1 

skiP.P.fJJ!... g_usstion O 

- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR • , -
- r. 

-· 
Answer Options ~ ' ~ ·~ • ,, ~ •'" · ,. - - • Excellen Very Satisfact Fair Unsgtisfa NIA No Response 

- . - _ _ . t Good ory dory Opinion Count 
Demonstrates a general sense of fairness. ~-.,,..-· -....-,.....~--a-u:" .,.._,.,. -~ ~- ~~----- -- ·~ -·· 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Demonstrates open-mindedness. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Demonstrates courtesy to all participants. , , " .•. ~ , .. " 0 0 0 0 1 . , 0 i :. - _1 
Demonstrates absence of arrogance. · · • 0 0 0 0 1 · 0 \ ,· ., 1 
Demonstrates attentiveness. ~ - , 0 0 0 0 1 0 ! '. e:1 
Demonstrates ability to really listen. -~ ~ , 0 0 0 0 1 0 ) 1 
Demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 
Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Temperament and Demeanor. . . .. ., .1 

- - - -- - - - -- - - ~ - --~------- - - answered question 
skif!f)!JJI_ q_ues_tion 

;3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE 
- ~ 

Answer Options ... , '. • _ ' · -, - "' ', .:' E;,s.cellen Very Satisfad Fair Unsatisfa NIA ~o R~ponse 
r -' - .! • t GoQd ory dory Opinion Count 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. _,,, __ ~"--·.........,....._...,_,,,. -~~-,,__....,._,.. - ·~~ --·-~---- - 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Knowledge of rules and procedure. , , " · .,. 0 0 0 0 1 • 0 ~- - 1 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. ~ _ 0 0 0 0 1 0 : 1 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. " ·~ 0 0 0 0 1 • 0 ' I· ;. 1 
Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Legal Knowledge. ·· .. ~ . ~ ,, ~ 1 

N 
00 



- - -

1 answered question 
skipl!!!!!._ question 0 

4. PERFORMANCE 

Excellen - Very Satisfact F -· Unsatisfa NIA No Response Answer Options - air .. t Good ory ctory 0 pm1on Count 
Demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 ' 
Demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 

0 0 0 0 1 0 ·- 1 proceeding. 
Demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence 

~ 

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 and arguments before rendering a decision. t ..... Demonstrates decisiveness. 0 0 0 0 1 0 r .. 1 
Conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 0 0 0 0 1 0 i 1 
Comments r~_ardi~~~als Officer's Performance. 1 

answered qu~tion .. 1 
·skipped question 0 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTMTY 

; ,._,_ ~ , -,_,.e 

' 
!' .i: I Answer Options ' . 

·1:: ' ' - •' 

Demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 
Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of appellant and his or her representative. ,, 
Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of management and management's 
representative( s ). 
Demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a 
decision. 
Demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the 
parties or counsel. 

" Demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 
Demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. I! 1--. 

•• .!.~. 

Treats all people with dignity and respect. ~ ,.-. 

Comments r~arding Appeals OffiE~r's B!a~ ~nd C?_bjectivity. ____ 

Unsatisfa NIA No 
ctory Opinion 

'.-· 1 0 
' .- 1 

,[\!'" 

0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 
1 0 
1 0 

Excellen 
t 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

Very 
Good 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

Satisfact, F . 
ory air 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

answered question 
skip"ped_question 

Response 
Count 

1 ' l- ~' 
;., ... 1 
! r~ 

~r f ,, 1 

1 
. 0 

,.., 
'° 



% Total 

6. RETENTION: Taking everything into aec;Qy_nt, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Answer Options 

Yes, retain Appeals Officer Lychuk. , ·' _ , 0.0% 0 
No, do not retain Appeals Officer Lychuk. 100.0% 1 
Please use the space provided for any additional comments you may have. Your comments will b_e 1 

~--- ~ ~ - ~ - -- - answr,red ql!estion 1 
skipped question 0 

7.-BACKG_ROUND-INFORMA TION:Ple~se indjcat~ approximately how many times you l]ave appearecf before 
or observed this .appeals officer in the last year. 

Answer Options • % Total ~ , . 
•. ~ .. ~,, - -- - -·~-:--'--1\,Tr'""""""'~~·...---l'lrr --· _-'!'-~-~ ,...._____ ..___ .... .,. ,.._~-. 

" Less than 3 appearances . . 
<I 100.0% 1 

4-6 appearances . O.Q% 0 
~ 7-10 appearances 0.0% 0 

r. 0.0% 0 '" 
ansll'(flred question 1 

skipP6f! ques_tlon 0 

1 O+ appearances 

8. Do you normally represent? 

1Answer:Optlons % 

100.0% 
0.0% 

answered question 
skipped question 

Total 

1 
0 

1 
0 

.., 
0 



Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Rajinder Nielsen 
-

1. JUDICIAL ~GEMENT SKIU.S 
... "· t'!' 1: j 

Ex~llen Very Setisf;;lct Fair Unsatisfa NIA No Response 
~ /\flswer Options 

u ~ 

t Gq_od ory .. ctory Opinion COl,int ---...... 
~ 

~. --·-- -~---..- ... _ --·----- -
~ Conducts proceedings punctually and timely. '!! . ~ 

I ~· ,. ' 2 0 1 1 0 1 5 
.,.,.! 

Maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 3 o· ' 1 1 0 0 5 J! -· ~- 1' 

.. ' 
... 

·l 
·.-.·· Demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 3 1? 0 .1 0 1 0 5 ' ..., .. , ~{ ~\. 
"..;;'¥" Allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. a.- 3 0 1' ' 0 1 0 I 5 

' .. ~;.,, ' Allows the parties to present their cases without unnecessary interference or disruption. 
f,! •J.:-j; ~~ 3 0 1 0 1 0 J ' .5 

~ ' . >-'t, Renders rulings, decisions and orders without un~ary delay. 2 ' 0 2 0 0 ..,.'>:; 1 5 ... ;_,~- '-
b,; \.,··: ·;:,O.f-,, 

~ 
. j· Re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. t: l• r '1 - . 2 0 1 0 0 2 5 : .,:--:; L: - ~ ~ .\ •: 

Comments r99ardinij_Ap~ls Officers Judici~ Man~~ement Skills ~ ~--- -. 2 ii_ 

- - ..t - . -- ~ 
an1weredq ues7ion 5 

I 

skif!ped question 0 

2. 1EMPERAMENT AND DEMEANO-R 
1 • 

i.. .. ~.: ' Excellen " 
~ ~ Answer Options . ~ t 

+. L-f - ·-. -- -;-.:-Tr~.;~,.._..,.~~:"--.•~-""""":-~-~"!-;~ ~~~--"r 
Demonstrates a general sense of fairness. . . 3 
Demonstrates open-mindedness. 3 
Demonstrates courtesy to all participants. ... 3 . ' ,. Demonstrates absence of arrogance. ' . 3 
Demonstrates attentiveness. - 3 -" /r~ . .1 . .i~;..; o..:!:,. ' ... i 

Demonstrates ability to really listen. 3 
' Demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 2 

Comments regarding Ap~als _Offi~e(s_ Tem_ee__!a~ en! c!n~ p~ean<5 :._ _ ~ --··-· 

Very Satisfact 
Good ory 

0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 

--·-

-· 
. Fair Unsatisfa 

dory 
NIA No -
Opinion 

0 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 1 

· t •tau I ... --- .--.........;,;""" ..,; 

answered question 
_ skipped question 

Response 
Count 

5 . ' 5 
5 

; ,.1 

l 5 
l 

I 5 

5 L 5 

0 
5 
0 

--
3. LEGAla. KNOWLE_DG(; 

- . 
r..."' ~ 

' . ;; 
~ 

Excellen Very Satisfact F . Unsatisfa NIA No Response 
Answer'Option$ ,. t Gpocl ~ ory air dory Opinion Count 

----~ -:~," ""~··~~- •---:IL--'"T"e~-~~ _..._ ..... -~_... ---~.·--·-. -, 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. .. " - 2 0 0 2 0 1 
i 

5 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. ' 3 0 0 1 1 0 i 5 

' i Knowledge of rules of evidence. c 2 0 0 0 1 2 5 
~ l, , 

Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. ' > 2 0 0 1 0 2 j, i "" .5 . 7." 

" I• ;,.<rJ " Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Legal Knowledge. .. ! " 1 ' 

w -
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Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Rajinder Nielsen 
answered question 5 

skipped question __ 0 

.4. PERFORMANCE 

Answer Options 

Demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 
Demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 
Demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 
'Demonstrates familiarity with the ~se record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence 
and arguments before rendering a decision. 
Demonstrates decisiveness. . 2 0 
Conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 3 0 
Comments r~!lr~ing_ Appeals Officer's Performance. 

Excellen Very 
t Good 
2 0 
2 0 

3 . 0 
~ 

2 
,. 

0 (;f. 

(i-

Satisfact 
-ory 

1 
0 

~.,: 1-lr 

0 

1 
1 

F . Unsatisfa WA No Response 
air ctQry Opinion Count ""-

·i 1 0 1 5 
1 1 ·1 ,JC 

l' 5 
'j. 

0 1 0 5 ·f ,,_ 
' 1i " .. .H ~: 1 ' 1 i ,5 

.. ~ i -~. l 

l ·,5 0 1 1 
0 '. 

1 

!1,.""!. ~ 0 
~ 

1 I 5 
2 

answered qUf!Stion 5 
skipped question 0 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY 

Excellen Very Satisfact F . Unsatisfa -NIA No  ResponseAnswer Options 
t Good ory air ctory Opinion Count 

Demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
~ -~ 3 0 1 0 ,, .1. .--~ 0 I 

class, or other factor. ·· . :ef ; . ·~ p ,.;, ' l 

0 ···1 ~- ·-· Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of appellant and his or her representative. 3 0 1 0 0 l ·5 • ""; 
~l ' ~; Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of management and management's 

3 0 1 0 '·:\'"!~ 0 I 5 -~ 1 "' representative(s ). i . 
Demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a 

ut regard to the identity of the 

ns. 
e of impropriety. 

_____ .-.;;....;;.__...;.;.._,._ ______ ~ 

2 0 ~::·;. ':,, t " -~\ ~~:'. 0 ,:~:, ~ ~:?~ 1· i .·;i 
5 

decision. ~· j:· ; 
Demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts witho

0 0 1 1 1 5 ~; l-· . ... parties or counsel. 
-~-Demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisio 0 1 0 0 2 "1 ~ ·~1 

. .J . Demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearanc 0 ~- 1 0 1 0 5. 
' ~ -~« I Treats all people with dignity and respect. 0 2 0 0 ~1; 0 5 

Comments reg~rdil'!g_ Appeals Office~s Bias And Ot>j_~vity. _ 0 
answered q uestion 5 

skipl!!J(I question 0 
I 

~ 

.... .... 



Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Rajinder Nielsen 

.6. RETENTION: Taking everything itnto account, would you recommend retaining thl~ Appeal Officer? 

Answer Options % Total 

Yes, retain Appeals Officer Nielsen. , 80.0% 4 
No, do not retain Appeals Officer Nielsen. 20,0% 1 
Please use the space provided for any additional comments you may have. Your comments will be 2 

--- - - n - n - " answetegg~on 5 
skif!pepquestion 0 

7. BACKGROUND INFORMATI0"1:Pleaseindicat~ approximately how.many times you have ·appeared before 
or observed this appeals officer in the last year. 

1Answer Options ~ ~\ ,,,. ·' % Total 
,I, •1 .. _,, _.I (. 

~--·-~-~~~---- -...r"-:--.---·---~-·~·:""' ........ ~":"".:-.O::---~-,:--r""t" ""'--· -,,1.,i:-=---,~__..--., 

Less than 3 appearances ·· ·, ~ . - 100.0% 5 
4-6 appearances ~ ~ 0.0% 0 
7-10 appearances " . , 0.0% 0 
10+ appearances 

-~- --
i ·· 0.0% 

answered question 
0 

s: 
skipped question o· 

8'. Do you normally represent? 

% Answer Options 

40,0% 
Employers 60.0% 
Employees 

answered question 
skipped question 

Total 

Q 
3 

s: 
O 

II.I 
II.I 



- - - -
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Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Whitney Derrah 
1. JUDICIAL.MANAGEMENT SKILLS • 

' ' '.!' l[ ;;; " ~ " ·, Excellen Ar)swer Options ' ' , ' . "' . a ., . t ,. ·-~ -~--~w:.-. 
{"'"1 ~--"1;s -:<,. 'i -~ . . . - -

Conducts proceedings punctually and timely. .!< ,;T 
;\" 0 

~ Maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 0 
.. =:'i Demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 0 

Allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 0 " 
Allows the parties to present their cases without unnecessary interference or disruption. 0 

-i-""' Renders rulings decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. ., 0 
Re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 

·~ 1 
0 

Comm~!lts regarding Appeals Office_r's Judicial Mi:!.nagement Skills _ - . - - --~--- "_!~ \..:·: --· 
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Bll§Were</ quesUon 
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1 
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2. TEMPERAMENT AND Di;_MEANOR 
1· •• 7 - 'l!'.t ~ - ' ;'l ~ ' 
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~ "'~ 

~ 

' ' air . - . t Good ory ctory Opinion Count 
-;-~~~·:. --~"' -~ ~-- -_.,,__r-.. ---, ' ~,.,. ~r:---" ... '" ~.:--.... , "' Demonstrates a general sense of fairness. '. ,- 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

' r~- , 
•-: i: Demonstrates open-mindedness. .. ' ,. 0 0 1 0 0 0 ; ~ ' 1: 

J: l. ,. ' 
i:.: .:.. d . t "'.'.I: ,:,.,,: I.. r:t! 

\ olli 7• ~· .--(' ,.:: .~ Demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 
~ 

" . 

,. 0 
~ 

0 1 0 0 0 .• ... 
r ·1 ~ . t Demonstrates absence of arrogance. . ,• .. 0 0 1 0 0 0 'i . 1 

4 l-- ..-•r, ~ 
l .t-, -Demonstrates attentiveness. 0 0 1 0 0 0 . 1 . . ' ·,. '!:; ,. 

Demonstrates ability to really listen. . ' 0 0 1 0 0 0 
I 

~I 
..:"l!.i" . _I ~ ',:'_, 

«,' Demonstrates professionalism and expertise. >. 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 1 
.. ' 0 Comments reg_ardLn9. Appea!s q_fficer s Te!!lpera~e~~t ~n_2 Dem~anor. - , .,_ -- .......r. .... ..,;..._ " ' 

answered quesUoii 1 
skipped qu8$Uon 0 -~ 
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3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGI; 
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Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 
1; ~· - 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Knowledge of rules and procedure. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
,,i: -~ 

Knowledge of rules of evidence. ,. ,, ·~ < 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
k Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. ,. 0 0 0 1 0 0 ., ] ' ' 1 .. . 

Comments regarding Appeals Officer's Legal Knowledge. ~~ "J- 0 
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0 
Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Whitney Derrah 

·~. RERFORMANCE 

Answer Options 

Demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 
Demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 
Demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 
Demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence 
and arguments before rendering a decision. 
Demonstrates decisiveness. 
Conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 
Comments regar~ing, Appeals Officer's Performance. 

Exc~llen 
t 

0 
0 

0 

0 ,. 

0 
0 

Very Satisfact F • 
Good · oty - air 

0 1 0 
0 1 0 

0 1 0 
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0 0 1 ' 
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answered qye.stion 1 
ski11Pf!!IJ1..uestion 0 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY . ,, ,. 
~ ' ~ :~ u 

' Excellen Very Satisfact F . l!!Jnsatisfa NIA No Response 
~ I Answer Options ,,.. ~. C 

t Good ory am ctory O~inion Count 
" Demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 

0 0 .., 1 0 
~j class, or other factor. J': 

11~·" ~;·., ; ' ~ 

Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of appellant and his or her representative. 0 -0· 0 ·: l' 11.' 0 1 ..... :f 

Demonstrates an even-handed treatment of management and management's :·.~; ;:•\t 0 0 ~~! ~1.. ;t~ 0 ,;'i. 

representative( s ). 
Demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a r.'-,,. :,\-. 0 0 1 0 •-:- .. decision. 
Demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the ;:.-.. 

0 0 : ,." - ' 1 0 
parties or counsel. 

; ~ ~· 
~ 

Demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. '"\.. 
" 
~ .. 

" 
0 0 1 0 

,; f.t ft! Demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 0 0 ,. 1 0 ~?.r· 
~ 
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:.fttt~. :i:1' -,~ Treats all people with dignity and respect. )t!\~ 0 0 0 
Comments regardin_g_ Appeals Office~s Bias And Obj~vity
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Personnel Survey of Appeals Officer Whitney Derrah 

:s. RETENTION: Taking everything into a_ccount. would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Answer Options % Total 

Yes, retain Appeal~ Officer Derrah. 100.0% 1 
No, do not retain Appeals Officer Derrah. 0.0% 0 
Please use the space provided for any additional comments you may have. Your comments will be 0 

-- - --- -- - - .... - -- - - answerfK! question 11 
Q "---------~------~------------..._sklp_P!JJ!..question 

17: BACKGROUND INFOR~TION:Please indi~e approxiriiiitelyhow many times you have appearea before 
,or observed this appeals officer in the last year. 

. 1 Answer Options ~- % Total 
~ ~~ " 

~~-~~~-;; :-- ,--~-~-- ,~-~~-~~-~-.. - --~;7 ---,--~ ..... -. ~--~ ~~~~ 
Less than 3 appearances 100.0% 1 

, 4-6 appearances 0.0% 0 
7-10 appearances 

< . 0.0% 0 
~ ~ 

~ 1 O+ appearances _--~-
~ ...,....:... 

0.0% . 0 
an1wered question 1 

sk/p/J!!!!.. question 0 

8. Do ·you normally represent? 

Employers 100.0% 1 
an_s_wered question 1 

'-------~-~~~~~----~~~---------skipped.question ~ 

Answer OptiQns 

Employees 

% Total 

0.0% 0 
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PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
INDIVIDUALSTUDYAPPEAL 

Alexandra Smith, Program Officer I, grade 31 
Appeal of the Division of Human Resource Management's decision to not reclassify Ms. 
Smith to Program Officer m 

Personnel Commission September 25, 2015 

Prepared by the Department of Administration 
Division of Human Resource Management 

APPEAL SUMMARY 

Ms. Smith, a Program Officer I with the State of Nevada Treasurers Office, is appealing the 
Division of Human Resource Management's decision to not reclassify the position from a Program 
Officer I to a Program Officer III. 

BASIS FOR APPEAL 

Ms. Smith's appeal is based on her belief that ''the complexity and duties of her position have 
changed significantly and that the level of discretion and responsibility placed on this positon far 
exceed that expected of a Program Officer I." 

DIVISION OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT'S RECOMMENDATION 

The Division of Human Resource Management's analysis concluded that there has been no 
significant change in duties and responsibilities warranting reclassification. The position does not 
meet the class concept of the Program Officer III and the appellant's duties are consistent with the 
Program Officer I level. 

The primary function of the position is still to implement and oversee the Governor Guinn 
Millennium Scholarship (GGMS) program in accordance with NRS, NSHE policy, and 
Treasurer's office policy and procedures. This position also ensures eligible students are notified 
and receive their award and monitors eligibility on a continuing basis. The position continues to 
function similarly in administering this established program by implementing the program, and 
ensuring regulations and guidelines that have already been established are followed. 

The secondary function of the position relates to new duties for the College Kick Start program, 
specifically limited to outreach duties. These duties continue to fall within the scope of the series 
concept and class concept of the Program Officer I, and in addition do not represent a 
preponderance at only 15%. 

Although the Millennium Scholarship affects a significant number of people, the intent of the 
requested Program Officer III is to administer a large program which affects a significant number 
of people on a continuing basis, while interpreting and applying broadly stated and nonspecific 
policies. In contrast, as policies are already established and clearly outlined for the Governor 
Guinn Millennium Scholarship therefore, the Program Officer I class remains appropriate for this 
position. 
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PERSONNEL COMMISSION 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY APPEAL 

Alexandra Smith, Program Officer I, grade 31 
Appeal of the Division of Human Resources Management's decision to not reclassify Ms. 
Smith to a Program Officer m 

Personnel Commission September 25, 2015 

Prepared by the Department of Administration 
Division of Human Resource Management 

DOCUMENT EXIIlBIT 

Letter to Lee-Ann Easton, Administrator, DHRM, from Alexandra Smith, Program 
Officer I, dated May 7, 2015, appealing to the Personnel Commission the 
Administrator's affirmation of denial to reclassify the position. 

1 

Letter to Alexandra Smith, from Lee-Ann Easton, dated April 8, 2015, affirming 
the denial to reclassify the position. 

2 

Letter to Denyse Bandettini, Personnel Analyst III, DHRM, dated February 25, 
2015, from Alexandra Smith, appealing the denial to reclassify the position. 

3 

Letter to Alexandra Smith from Denyse Bandettini, dated January 27, 2015, 
maintaining Program Officer I as the correct classification. 

4 

Position Questionnaire (NPD-19) submitted by Alexandra Smith to the Division of 
Human Resource Management, received December 30, 2014. 

5 

Position Questionnaire (NPD-19) submitted by the State Treasurer's office for 
reclassification from Administrative Assistant IV to Program Officer I, dated June 
30, 2005. 

6 

Class Specification for the Program Officer Series. 7 
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Personnel Commission Agenda 
September 25, 2015 

( 
FOR DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 

The Division of Human Resource Management has conducted a maintenance review of class specifications in 
the Occupational Group(s) listed below. It is recommended that the following classes be revised effective: 
September 25, 2015. 

. 
CVRRENT '· PROPOSED 

CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 

2.131 Student Worker 10 F 2.131 No Change IO F 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGE 

The Nevada Department of Administration, Division of Human Resource Management conducted a class 
specification maintenance review for Student Worker. In consultation with management and agency Human 
Resource staff from agencies that utilize this classification, it was determined that the concepts, minimum 
qualifications and knowledge, skills and abilities are consistent with current expectations. It is recommended 
that the class specification remain the same with no changes. 

Under immediate supervision, Student Workers perform routine and repetitive duties, which require basic skills 
and can be learned in a short time, generally less than a week. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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C 
STATE OF NEVADA 

Department of Administration 
Division of Human Resource Management 

CLASS SPECIFICATION 

TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE 

STUDENT WORKER 10 F 2.131 

Under immediate supervision, Student Workers perform routine and repetitive duties, which require basic skills 
and can be learned in a short time, generally less than a week. Duties may include but are not limited to: 
answering telephone calls and routing non-routine calls to appropriate individuals; typing routine 
correspondence and other materials; processing mail by opening and distributing to appropriate sections or 
individuals; checking documents such as applications for completeness; inventorying, categorizing, labeling, 
coding, batching and filing various materials; operating standard office machines such as personal computers, 
typewriters, copiers, shredders, calculators and microfiche viewers; and assisting with miscellaneous projects. 

Perform related duties as assigned. 

****************************************************************************************** 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENT: 

* This class is used to employ students or hlgh school graduates, but employment may not extend beyond 
six months from date of graduation. The student may be required to provide proof of enrollment in an 
educational program or of high school graduation. 

INFORMATIONAL NOTE: 

* When employing students, appointing authorities must comply with NRS 609 and the child labor 
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Current enrollment in, or recent graduation from, an educational program 
leading to a high school diploma. (See Special Requirement and Informational Note) 

ENlRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
General knowledge of: basic English and math skills. Ability to: read, write and understand simple written 
materials; interact with others using common courtesy; follow oral and written instructions; learn the practices 
and procedures of the employing agency; work cooperatively with others. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
Job-specific knowledge, skills and abilities required to accomplish assigned duties in the employing agency. 
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STUDENT WORKER 
Page2 of2 

10 F 2.131 

This class specification is used for classification, recruitment and examination purposes. 
considered a substitute for work performance standards for positions assigned to this class. 

It is not to be 

ESTABLISHED: 
REVISED: 
REVISED: 
REVISED: 
REVISED: 
REVISED: 

REVISED: 

REVISED: 

2.131 

1/1/61 
4/4/80-3 
5/27/80-3 
8/19/88 
7/l/89P 
9/27/88PC 
12/10/99UC 
7/1/0lP 
10/4/00PC 
9/25/JSPC 
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Personnel Commission Agenda 
September 25, 2015 

FOR DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 

The Division of Human Resource Management has conducted a maintenance review of class specifications in 
the Occupational Group(s) listed below. It is recommended that the following classes be revised effective: 
September 25, 2015. 

- __ ,. ••• • 'I' l' -
-~~ PROPOSED 

- _,_ 

CODE Tfil.E GRADE EE0-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 

7.103 Chief Accountant 41 A 7.103 Chief Accountant 41 A 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGE 

In conjunction with the Biennial Class Specification Maintenance project, as well as Subject Matter Experts 
from various agencies, Human Resource Management recommends minor revisions be made to update the duty 
statements. Additionally, the knowledge, skills and abilities were revised to expand and clarify the relevant 
acceptable knowledge, skill and/or ability required to be able to perform the duties outlined. 

Under general direction, Chief Accountants plan, organize, direct and control all accounting and fiscal 
management activities of departments with large funds, complex and diverse multi-funding requirements, and 
specialized tracking and reporting methodologies. Incumbents manage the agency's accounting function and 
provide leadership to accounting staff; train, supervise and evaluate the performance of professional, 
technical and clerical personnel as assigned; prepare financial statements based on Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP) requiring audit which may include Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports, 
and statutory financial statements; prepare notes to financial statements with supporting workpapers, using 
internally generated and external sources, and tying in all amounts to the audited financial statements. They 
prepare periodic fiscal reports which may include State, federal, internal, private grants, and National 
Repository reports; establish and maintain accounting systems, and internal reporting, controls, and records 
systems; prepare balance sheets, income statements, changes in fund balance statements. They also reconcile 
or supervise the reconciliation of accounts which may include trust accounts, general ledger accounts, bank 
statements, sub-ledger accounts, and controller's reports; develop and enforce accounting policies and 
procedures in accordance with GAAP; prepare supporting workpapers and assist outside auditors in annual or 
other periodic audits; and advise upper management in areas of fiscal/financial management and financial 
reporting 

The agencies utilizing this classification are in support of the changes. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
Department of Administration 

Division of Human Resource Management 

CLASS SPECIFICATION 
TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE 

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT 41 A 7.103 

Under general direction, Chief Accountants plan, organize, direct and control all accounting and fiscal 
management activities of departments with large funds, complex and diverse multi-funding requirements, and 
specialized tracking and reporting methodologies. Positions allocated to this class are distinguished from 
positions in the Accountant series by the managerial responsibilities for an accounting division within an 
agency and by the greater degree of diversity and complexity in the nature of work performed. 

Manage the agency's accounting function and provide leadership to accounting staff; train, supervise and 
evaluate the performance of professional, technical and clerical personnel as assigned. 

Prepare financial statements based on Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) requiring audit which 
may include Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports, and statutory financial statements; prepare notes to 
financial statements with supporting workpapers, using internally generated and external sources, and tying in 
all amounts to the audited financial statements. 

Prepare periodic fiscal reports which may include State, federal, internal, private grants, and National 
Repository reports; prepare ad hoc reports for use by other entities such as internal/external auditors, legislative 
or other governing bodies, and the public. 

Establish and maintain accounting systems, and internal reporting, controls, and records systems to provide the 
necessary documentation for all fiscal transaction, classification of expenditures, current fund balances, and 
audit trails. 

Prepare balance sheets, income statements, changes in fund balance statements, and/or statements of cash flow 
from working trial balances to perform reliable and accurate financial accounting activities. 

Reconcile or supervise the reconciliation of accounts which may include trust accounts, general ledger accounts, 
bank statements, sub-ledger accounts, and controller's reports; and analyze fiscal/financial data/reports to 
identify and correct errors. 

Perform or supervise the installation, revision, and maintenance of complex accounting and financial reporting 
systems; implement new accounting systems by reviewing reports, testing output, writing user procedures and 
providing user training. 

Develop and enforce accounting policies and procedures in accordance with GAAP; establish internal 
accounting procedures, including document screening procedures to ensure compliance with governmental 
accounting statutes, regulations and policies. 

Analyze past expenditures and projected operating expenses to develop the biennial budget; and prepare annual 
budgets by writing justifications to include fiscal and narrative data. 

Prepare supporting workpapers and assist outside auditors in annual or other periodic audits; provide 
information to bond counsel, rating agencies or others inquiring regarding the State's or department's financial 
position. ( 
Advise upper management in areas of fiscal/financial management and financiaJ reporting; provide advice, 
consultation, direction, training, and support to agency staff, service providers or other external organizations. 
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CIDEF ACCOUNTANT 41 A 7.103 
Page 2 of2 

Perform related duties as assigned. 

****************************************************************************************** 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENT: 

* Appointment to this class requires successful completion of a written examination. 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in accounting 
and four years of professional accounting experience, two of which were equivalent to an Accountant III in 
Nevada State service which included responsibilities for compiling and reporting financial data for several 
funds of different types, developing financial statements and reviewing more complex funds and account groups 
as defined by size, reporting requirements, source of revenue and expenditure limitation, and developing 
combined financial statements and statements of changes in financial positions; .QR graduation from an 
accredited college or university with a degree in business administration, finance, economics, or a related field 
which included 18 credits in accounting and five years of experience as described above. (See Special Note) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Detailed knowledge of: governmental financial reporting standards acquired through formal education, study 
of authoritative literature and professional experience; governmental accounting principles (GASB) which may 
include fund accounting, proprietary accounting, trust accounting, special revenues, capital projects, and 
internal service funds; and Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. Working knowledge of: federal 
regulations pertaining to grants; principles of training and supervision; managerial accounting principles and 
practice; budgeting which may include preparation, justification, maintenance, analysis, and status reporting; 
fiscal accountability in the public sector; automated and manual management reporting systems to create output 
formats and obtain accurate and complete financial information; and proprietary fund accounting. Ability to: 
use logic and reason to solve difficult problems; [f1rep1ue CempreheRsii,·e Aaauel Fiaeaeiel reperts] ; 
communicate orally and in writing with outside auditors, agencies, and Legislative staff; read, understand, 
apply and interpret manuals, policies, procedures, statutes, and administrative codes and regulations; establish, 
administer and maintain sound internal controls; perform complex reconciliations to determine accuracy of 
account balances; analyze and interpret financial reports and complex technical fiscal data. Skill in: using 
complex accounting and financial reporting systems, spreadsheet and word processing software; 
communicating in writing or orally to negotiate sensitive issues such as fiscal matters, budgeting and contracts 
[; eaEI eoHH1H:1aieatieg orally], and with agency representatives to convey complex fiscal issues in a clear 
manner. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
Working knowledge: of relevant Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) , the State Administrative Manual (SAM), 
the State Administrative Code (NAC), the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), agency policies and 
procedures related to financial accounting; agency revenue sources, assets and liabilities, and typical 
expenditures. Ability to: effectively manage the agency's accounting activities and personnel. 

This class specification is used for classification, recruitment and examination purposes. It is not to be 
considered a substitute for work performance standards for positions assigned to this class. 

7.103 

ESTABLISHED: 9/60 
REVISED: 7/01/93P 

9/24/92PC 
REVISED: 6/11/98UC 
REVISED: 9125/JSPC 
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Personnel Commission Agenda 
September 25, 2015 

FOR DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 

The Division of Human Resource Management has conducted a maintenance review of class specifications in 
the Occupational Group(s) listed below. It is recommended that the following classes be revised effective: 
September 25, 2015. 

ciJRRENT 
' ' -

-, .., r -: 
PROPOSED 

CODE TITLE GRADE I EE0-4 CODE 

-

TITLE GRADE I EE0-4 

7.803 Curator IV 37 B 7.803 CuratorW 37 B 

7.823 Curator III 35 B 7.823 Curatorm 3S B 

7.808 Curator II 33 B 7.808 Curatorll 33 B 

7.834 Curator! 31 B 7.834 Curator I 31 B 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGE 

In conjunction with the biennial class specification maintenance review and the Subject Matter Expert (SME) from the 
Nevada Division of Museums and History, Human Resource Management recommends revisions to the Curator series. 
The series and class concepts were revised to update and accurately describe the duties performed by incumbents in the 
Curator series. The minimum qualifications of the levels have been modified to expand and clarify the type of relevant 
and acceptable experience required. Furthermore, the knowledge, skills and abilities of the classes were updated 
accordingly. 

Curators perform a broad range of professional and technical museum work involving, but not limited to, assessment, 
evaluation, survey, inventory, preservation, research, education and planning for a specific collection and/or program area 
within a museum. Incumbents apply a variety of professional and advanced technical knowledge, skills, methods and 
practices in performing duties of a specialized nature. They implement collection management policy and procedures; 
assess and recommend acquisition of objects, archival materials, manuscripts, photographs for museum collections; 
coordinate and curate collections controlled by federal agencies and other entities as stipulated in agreements; conduct 
research and develop content and media for programs; and participate in the preparation of long-term and temporary 
exhibits. They also provide technical information on museum collection practices and disciplines for outside entities; may 
produce publications on program areas and collections for general and specialized audiences; and interpret results of 
completed surveys. Additionally, they perform field evaluations and site excavations including locating, identifying and 
recording specific sites, and cataloging and plotting recovered artifacts; utilize information for report preparation, 
scientific research, and educational purposes and/or to determine impact to cultural resource as required. 

7.803 - Curator IV, Grade 37: Under administrative direction, incumbents manage major collections controlled by 
public and private agencies, in addition to specialized museum collections; provide curatorial services for outside 
entities as specified in agreements; manage statewide authorization programs; supervise or manage lower-level 
Curators; and are responsible for maintaining compliance with collection agreements and federal, state, and local 
laws. Positions ensure program compliance with federal, State and local laws and mandates on a statewide basis. 
This is the supervisory level in the series. 

7.823 - Curator Ill, Grade 35: Under general direction, incumbents are responsible for a collection or education 
program within a museum. In support of an assigned program, they perform professional and technical duties; 
oversee decision-making and serve as spokesperson for the program; apply principles and practices utilizing 
considerable judgment and ingenuity in carrying out assignments; assist resource development through grants, 
partnerships, fundraising, and in-kind support; assist public relations through articles, website information, and 
marketing materials; collaborate with staff, interns, and contract workers; recruit, train, and supervise volunteers. 
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7.808 - Curator II, Grade 33: Under direction, incumbents collect, register, arrange, research, document and catalog 
materials for an assigned collection; provide access, security and conservation of that collection;; carry out 
interpretations of collections; develop, execute, and evaluate educational programs and research; conduct field 
activities; investigate and pursue potential acquisitions; prepare publications on program areas and collections. Duties 
involve lead work over other Curators, lower-level technicians, support staff, and volunteers. This is the advanced 
journey level in the series. 

7.834 - Curator I, Grade 31: Under general supervision, incumbents register and maintain assigned collections and 
perform documentation, access, use, and security of an assigned collection; participate in the preparation of long-term 
and temporary exhibits and provide assistance to higher-level curators. This is the journey level in the series. 

Human Resource Management worked closely with the SME from the Nevada Division of Museums and History and 
they support these changes. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
Department of Administration 

Division of Human Resource Management C 

CLASS SPECIFICATION 

TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE 

CURATORIV 37 B 7.803 
CURATOR III 35 B 7.823 
CURATOR II 33 B 7.808 
CURATOR! 31 B 7.834 

SERIES CONCEPT 

Curators perform a broad range of professional and technical museum work involving, but not limited to, 
assessment, evaluation, survey, inventory, preservation, research, education and planning for a specific 
collection and/or program area within a museum. Incumbents apply a variety of professional and advanced 
technical knowledge, skills, methods and practices in performing duties of a specialized nature. 

Implement collection management policy and procedures; assess and recommend acquisition of objects, 
archival materials, manuscripts, photographs for museum collections; conduct accessioning, cataloging, and 
inventory; maintain and secure collection records and databases; conduct research on collections for 
documentation and use in education programs, exhibits, and publications; conduct registration, 
documentation, access, use, and security. 

Coordinate use of the following: collections in exhibits, educational programs, and publications; incoming 
and outgoing collection loans; reproduction of collections and use of intellectual property; storage and 
conservation of collections; personal, nonprofit, and commercial use of collections by outside entities; and 
statewide authorization program. 

Coordinate and curate collections controlled by federal agencies and other entities as stipulated in 
agreements; respond to research inquiries related to collections and program areas; assist management of 
collection security. 

Conduct research and develop content and media for programs; manage tours for adults, children, and 
school groups; partner with schools and coordinate programs to school curricula; develop teacher guides, 
training manuals, and schedules; manage and present lectures, workshops, demonstrations, performances, 
and special events for multiple audiences; conduct outreach education at schools, community events, and 
of/site locations; assist development and management of the education collection. 

Participate in the preparation of long-term and temporary exhibits; serve on exhibit teams with other 
curators, staff, and experts; develop exhibit plans, concepts, and content and assist design; provide and 
prepare collections from the museum and other sources,· manage conservation and security of collections on 
exhibit; research and write labels and interpretive media. 

Provide technical information on museum collection practices and program areas for outside entities. May 
produce publications on program areas and collections for general and specialized audiences. 

[Cendt:tct researeh and reference werk ey innstigating, researching e.nd e.equiriRg rele>"laRt date., reports, 
histeriee.1 source documents, p1:1blieations, and libf&fy researek; intefflct with other professionals; organi~e 
resee.reh material, pFepare written reperts or respoeses, llftd eompile data for ed1:1eati0flal programs, 
interpretatiofl of co I leotions, p1:iblisked reports, llftEilor for Feseareh pt:1rposes. 
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SERIES CONCEPT (cont'd) 

Colleet, affaRge, reeord, aisplay, aRelor store kistorieal artifaets, mam:1seripts, art work, ph.otographs, flora &Rd 
ftR:tea; 1:wah:1ate, register, eala.log &Ra proeess Rew or poteAtial aeei1:1isiti0Rs iAto eolleetioRs bases OR relevaAee 
of oejeet or doe\:lfReRt, eolleetioR denlopffleRt gt:tiaeliRes, future researeh work or eM.hibit pl:lff30ses; apply 
eoRservatioR aRa preservatieR teehAitt1:1es prier to stoF&ge er eKhibitioA. 

Petfefffi p1:1blie 01:1treaeh serviees; preauee R11:1se1:1ffl preseRl:&tioRs &REI JHtblie progFBfflmiRg; de11elep Eltttabases 
&Ad orgaRize researek material for 1:1se b)1 researehers &HEI the p1:1blie, de11elop e1:1ffie1:1l1:1ffl for p1:tblie S6ftools, 
proe1:1ee ed1:1eati0Aal BREI historieal p1:1blieati0Rs, &REI pleA eJ£hieils; e0Rd1:1et leemres or work:shops for sekools, 
el1:1bs, ergaAizetioRs, eommuRity groups or iRstia:itieRs regardiRg •,rerio1:1s topies &REI researek material. 

Prepare gram applieatioRs &Reier see1:1re pri11ate fuediRg sot1rees for State &Rd/or State spoRsored programs 
inel1:1diRg writie~ameRdieg pregF&ffl deseriptioas aad eompiliRg reE1t1ired flfl&Reial dttta; researeh, de;•elop, 
reeomfHeRd and itHpleffleRt loRg FaRge plans ans prejees withiR gr&Rt g1:1ideliRes to R'laKifflize &REI eRhaRee 
seP,riees provieed; aevelop reports regaffiing prografH aeti11ities, statisties aAEI efffletiveRess &Rd s1:1eR=1it to 
ftlRdiRg so1:1rees as reeit1ired. 

May eeRdttet field s1:1rveys of arehaeologieal historieal af\6 fJre historieal sites, aRd doe1:1meAts;] I nterpret 
results of completed surveys; perform field evaluations and site excavations including locating, identifying and 
recording specific sites, and cataloging and plotting recovered artifacts; utilize information for report 
preparation, scientific research, educational purposes and/or to determine impact to cultural resource as 
required. 

May conduct field surveys of archaeological, historical and pre-historical sites, and documents. 

Perform related duties as assigned. 

****************************************************************************************** 

CLASS CONCEPTS 

Curator IV: [URaer adFRiHistFative direetioR, iftet:tmheRts o•f'ersee the adFRiRistfatioR of a sla.te·Nide ffJdeFally 
fH&Rdated prograFR iR aeditioR to a speeialii!ed FR1:1setHB eolleetioA; 13r011iae direetioR to pFefessioRal &Ad 
teehRieal le·,el staff res130esiele for a speeializeEI area iR a FRt1se1:1FR or eolleetioR iR11olviRg e'l:IFatioR, researeh, 
preservatieR, ea1:1eatioR aRe plaRRiAg f1:1Reti0Rs.] 

Under administrative direction, incumbents manage major collections controlled by public and private 
agencies, in addition to specialized museum collections; provide curatorial services for outside entities as 
specified in agreements; manage statewide authorization programs; supervise or manage lower-level 
Curators; and are responsible for maintaining compliance with collection agreements and federal, state, and 
local laws. 

Positions allocated to this level are distinguished from the Curator III by the [ o·,eFall] Statewide administrative 
nature of the work performed including ensuring program compliance with federal, State and local laws and 
mandates on a statewide basis. Positions at the level must supervise. 

Curator ID: [UReer geReFal direetioR, iRGl:tfBbeRts FR&Aage a speeifie eolleetioa &Adler prograFR aFea withiR a 
FRYSel:tfB or historieal soeiety &Rd s1:1peFYise preH!ssioRal &Ra leehRieal le11el staff; onrsee all aeeisioR makiRg 

~ for assigRea eolleetioRs iRelt:tEliRg aet11:1isiti0Rs &Ra field aeti•;ities, researeh and p1:1elieati0Rs aREl iRteff)retatiaR 
of eolleetioRs for eKh.ieits &Ra ether prograFRs; seFYe as ehiefliaiseR fer a speeifie ~rogFaFR withia tee mt:1se1:1m. 
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CLASS CONCEPTS (cont'd) 

Positioas at this le¥el are eKpeeted to !if3ply eoaeepts, theoFies, aHd pmetiees \:ltiliziag eoRsieleraele j\:ldgment 
&REI ingenHity iR earryiRg ol:lt #teif assigRmeRts. This is Mte first st:1pef\1isory le¥el ia #le series.] 

Under general direction, incumbents are responsible for a collection or education program within a 
museum. In support of an assigned program, they perform professional and technical duties; oversee 
decision-making and serve as spokesperson for the program; apply principles and practices utilizing 
considerable judgment and ingenuity in carrying out assignments; assist resource development through 
grants, partnerships, fundraising, and in-kind support; assist public relations through articles, website 
information, and marketing materials; collaborate with staff, interns, and contract workers; recruit, train, 
and supervise volunteers. Curator Ill's are accountable for the quality and quantity of work of assigned 
program area, establishment of performance standards, evaluation of personnel, assignment and review of 
work, and recommendations in the hiring, firing and disciplinary actions of assigned employees. 
Incumbents may develop long-range plans, prepare reports and manage budgets. A Curator Ill either 
directly supervises lower-level Curators and support staff and regularly directs the work of volunteers, or is 
responsible for managing a more complex and diverse program such as mixed collections (including natural 
history, pre-history and/or archaeological). 

The Curator III is distinguished from the Curator II by having both administrative and [teehRieal] professional 
responsibility for a specialized program area. [lfl.eym.eeRts Elil•eetl'.)' saper,cise lower level Ct:1R1tor I's &A8 H's in 
aeaitioR to teehRieiaRs, ane s\:lpport staff llftd peffOfffl professioaal lei.•el work for assigReEl pFogram. area. 
Cttrator Ill's are aee0t:1Rta0le fer #le qt:1ali~· llfte q1:1ami~· of 'Nork of assigRea progr&l'R area, establishmeat of 
perfeffflaRee steRElards, e·,altiatioR of persoRRel, assignm.eRt llftd re·liew of wodt, aRd reeomm.eRdatioRs iR the 
hiriag, firiRg aR0 diseipliRary aetioRs of assigRed employees]. 

[Pregressioe to the neKt level ia the series is Rot a1:1tomatie &Rlil is based OR the le1+1el of work perfefffl.ed.] 

Curator II: Under direction, incumbents collect, register, arrange, [deseribe &Ael.] research, document and 
catalog materials for an assigned collection; provide access, security and conservation of that collection; 
[serve as priFRBf)' aeeess for reeoFel.s llftd t:tse of eolleetions ey the pt:tblie] ; carry out interpretations of collections 
[FRateFial aRd teehRieal eoRseFYatioR of eolleetieas] ; develop, [ane] execute, and evaluate educational programs 
and research; conduct field activities; [researeh] investigate and pursue potential acquisitions; [coAEluet 
researeh aAd] prepare publications on program areas and collections. [aRd researeh mateFial.] 

(Ctuater ll's foRetieR as a staff Sfleeialist for a flFajeet or program area &REi foaetioR iadepeREieatly perfofffl.iog 
professioaal level WOA( requiriRg eoRsiE:ieral:lle k:Ro\v-leE:ige of J3rogmm theories, priReiples, &AEI eoReepts. The 
seef)e of work requires the at:lili~· to perfefffl a variety of dt:tties whieh iReh1!:le aequisitieRs, researek, 
iRterpretetioa, preseFYatioa, eeRSef\'atioR, fielEI wefk; eth:1eati0R, eolleetioas FRBRageFReRt, repert writiRg &Rd 
preperatioR, aRE:i d:te deYelopFReRt of professioaal pt:telieatieRs. This is the ad•,aaeed jot:1FRey level in the series. J 

Curator Il's perform a wide range of professional and specialized level work, requiring considerable 
knowledge of principles and practices. They apply established procedures, techniques, standards and 
guidelines established for the museum; function independently within specified guidelines; plan and execute 
assignments and determine individual work priorities. Work assignments require incumbents to apply 
judgment and ingenuity; and independently coordinate projects with other specialists. Duties involve lead 
work over other Curators, lower-level technicians, support staff, and volunteers. This is the advanced 
journey level in the series. 
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CLASS CONCEPTS (cont'd) 

[lReuFRbeAts he,..e the freedeFR te pleR eREI eKeeute essign.FReRts &REI it1ElepeREleRtly eoorElieete projeets with 
other st3eeialists. Duties FRay i1w0l¥e lead werk o,..er other C1:1retors Bfl:El/or elireet s1:1pervisioR of lower level 
teeheieiaRs aRdlor s1:1pport staff. 

Work assigRFReRts eo¥er e wise raRge ef professioeal 8f1:EI teehRieal et,1lh:1rel i=es01:1ree eoReepts, tkeories &REI 
preetiees i=eq1:1iriRg eoRsiElereble juelgFReRt aREI iRgeRHity. PesitioRs at this level are aee01:1ntaele for seJHe 
aspeets of e prejeet or f'l'OgftiFR area aRti are ett13eeteEI to fuRetion iRElepeeeleRti)' witkiA speeifieEI g1:1itieliRes. 
Prejeet or progt'QFR respoRsibitity iftel1:1aes EletermiRiRg iREli·1ie1:1al worlc priorities &Ra applying establishet:I 
pl'OeeE11:1res, teekRiq1:1es, staRElarss ans gt:tidelines set forth by FR&AageFRent. \VheR staeElarEls aREI teehRiq1:1es ere 
Rot ap13lieable, j1:1ElgFReRt &REI iRgeRHity FRl:lst be eM:eFeiseEI. 

ProgpessioR to the ReKt le·1el iR the series is Rot at:ltoFRatie aREI is based OR the level of work perfofffl:eE:i.] 

Curator I: Under general supervision, incumbents register and maintain assigned collections; [proviee 
assistaRee te higker le>tel e1uat0rs iR perfeFFRiRg refereRee sef\1iees, iRteff)retation ef eolleetioes, field aetivities, 
teehnieal eoRservatioe, aREI f'Hblie progFa:FRFRiRg. Duties iflvol,;e professioRal and teehRieal level work 
eeREl1:1etiRg researeh, artiiaet eolleetioR, ae1:1uisiti0Rs, eetalogiRg, eKhieit ee·1el0pFReRt, 13reserveti0R &REI 
eeRservetieR of assigReEI eolleetiens, iielEI work, prejeet f'l&ARiRg eREl eveluetioR. Tkis is ~e jo1:1rRe~· le¥el in 
the series.] perform documentation, access, use, and security of an assigned collection; participate in the 
preparation of long-term and temporary exhibits and provide assistance to higher-level curators. This is the 
journey level in the series. 

Assignments may be complex in nature and cover a broad scope of program responsibilities. Incumbents 
exercise judgment and make interpretations when applying guidelines, techniques and concepts requiring a 
degree of ingenuity or creativity regarding. the course of action to accomplish assignments. Incumbents may 
serve as a lead worker for technicians, volunteers, or support staff providing training and direction and 
interpretation of policy and procedures. 

[PFogressioe to the ReKt level iR Ote series is Rot et:ttoFRatie aREI is eases OR the le·,el ofv,·ork 13erfurmea.] 

****************************************************************************************** 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 
I 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* Some positions require statewide travel. 
* Some positions require work outdoors. 

CURATORIV 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Master's degree from an accredited college or university with major 
coursework in history, prehistory, natural history, [FRliseology] museum studies, education or closely 
related field plus three years of professional experience in a museum [ ~]. This experience must have 
included responsibility for management of a large or major collection with federal or national 
significance (e.g., Bureau of Land Management; Bureau of Indian Affairs; US Forest Service),· OR 
Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university with major coursework in history, prehistory, 
natural history, [FR1:1seol0gy] museum studies or closely related field plus four years of professional level 
experience in a museum [ setting] as described above; QR two years of experience as a Curator III in 
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (cont'd) 
CURATOR IV (cont'd) 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE (cont'd) 
Nevada State service; QR an equivalent combination of education and experience. (See Special 
Requirements) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Detailed knowledge of: museum education and exhibit principles as appropriate; the functions of 
external regulatory agencies; management and supervision techniques; understanding of the history and 
relevance to Nevada of specific collections; where to go within the department or related departments 
and agencies (i.e. Library & Archives, State Parks) for needed information and to judge what 
information should be passed on to different levels of management. Working knowledge of: other 
Nevada institutions and their staff and museum or historical society collecting focus and management; 
state, federal and international laws and regulations controlling the collection, handling, and transport 
of cultural resources including flora, fauna and/or artifacts including Native American objects and 
human remains; the library, manuscript, photographic, and archival collections of the seven State 
museums; archeological and preservation theories and methods to evaluate and make recommendations 
regarding survey sampling designs, techniques of data recovery and preservation, and research designs 
for data recovery programs; techniques necessary to develop and manage effective educational 
programming; supervisory techniques; the geology and geography of Nevada. Ability to: coordinate the 
efforts of program staff, various State and federal agencies and professionals; [ffleti·,ate ethers et1Ei 
stiffl1:1late peeple te effeetive aetieR;] analyze information, problems, situations, practices, policies and 
procedures to organize work flow and accomplish established objectives; mediate between contending 
parties, negotiate and exchange ideas to formulate policies and procedures and to arrive at decisions, 
conclusions and solutions to management problems, interact diplomatically with State and federal agencies, 
professionals and the general public; coordinate the efforts of division staff and actions to be taken on the 
basis of data collected and project parameters; analyze information, problems, situations, practices, 
policies and procedures in managing assigned program area; independently lead development of 
effective long-term and temporary exhibits utilizing best practices and all materials and objects within a 
collection; evaluate educational effectiveness of exhibits; and all knowledge, skills and abilities required 
at the lower levels. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
Working knowledge of: planning, survey and preservation techniques for assigned [statewide) program 
area; State and department budget process. Ability to: manage staff by organizing work flow and 
delegating responsibility; provide training, evaluate subordinate effectiveness and administer discipline; 
manage and organize a statewide program area. 

CURATORIIl 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university with 
major coursework in history, prehistory, natural history, [ffl1:1se0legy] museum studies, education, or 
closely related field plus three years of professional experience in a museum [set:tieg] . This experience 
must have included direct responsibility for museum collections involving the preparation of exhibit text 
regarding complex technical information, and/or developing, promoting, executing and evaluating 
educational programming; OR one year of experience as a Curator II in Nevada State service; OR an 
equivalent combination of education and experience. (See Special Requirements) 
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (cont'd) 
CURA TOR III (cont'd) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Detailed knowledge of: museum principles and practices; collection management or education 
program management as appropriate; registration theory and accession procedures related to judging the 
relevance of potential donations and selecting items for exhibit and restoration, and knowledge of the 
principles and practices of exhibit development. Working knowledge of: the various State and federal 
agencies responsible for cultural resources management; State and federal agencies and specific 
requirements pertaining to site importance, making survey recommendations, and conducting 
archaeological surveys on federal property. General knowledge of: the division's purpose, goals, 
methods, rules and regulations; current Native American interests and concerns in the Great Basin as 
appropriate. Ability to: design, implement and manage appropriate curation methods and procedures; 
manage and supervise assigned program; write concise, analytical reports suitable for publication; plan 
logistics for field projects; research, classify, catalog and restore various objects of antiquity; prepare 
exhibit text regarding complex technical information and material understandable to lay persons; deal 
effectively with appraisers hired by the museum and with those retained by potential donors of artifacts 
to the museum; speak extemporaneously on short notice regarding historic preservation and archeology 
at agency and public meetings; analyze information, problems, situations, practices, policies and 
procedures to organize work flow and accomplish established objectives; develop, promote, execute and 
evaluate educational programming for various audience segments; and all knowledge, skills and abilities 
required at the lower levels. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
(Keewledge ef: other iAstit1:1tions ene:i their staff 1u1d m1:1seum or hisrorieal soeiety maAegement; state, 
fee:ieral ene:i iAtemetional l&\¥S 8Rd reg1:1letions eoAtrolling the eolleetioR, hanC:iliAg, ane:i transport of e1:1ltl:1ral 
reseurees ineh:1Eling flora, fauna end/or artifaets; the libF&ry, manuseript, phetegrephie, end erehi¥e.l 
eolleetiens oft.Re Nevada State Mt:1set1m and Historieel Soeiety e.RC:i those of related e.geAeies; &Feheologieel 
theories end methods to e11el1:1ete eRd mal(e reeommendatioRs regare:iing st1rvey sampling designs, 
teehniq1:1es of date reeo11ery ane:i presefVetion, and reseaFeh desigRs fer date reeo•,ery 13regt=ems; s1:1per;1iS0f)· 
teehniql:les. Ahility te: eoorC:iiRete the efferts ef di'lisieR staff a.nd aetieRs to ee atkeR OR the easis of date 
eolleetee:i a.Rd pFojeet pa.ra.meters; motivate ethers llRC:i stiml:llete people te effeeti·1e aetioR; eRelyR 
iefermetion, pr-oelems, sitHatioRs, preetiees, polieies ane:i proeedures iR ma,utgiRg assigReEI f3F-Ogf!Hfl: area.] 
(These are identical to the Entry Level Knowledge, Skills and Abilities required for Curator IV.) 

CURATOR II 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university with 
major coursework in history, prehistory, natural history, [ml:lseolegy] museum studies, education, or 
closely related field plus two years of professional experience in a museum [ settiRg]. This experience must 
have included experience in exhibit development, and collections registration and accessioning; OR one 
year of experience as a Curator I in Nevada State service; OR an equivalent combination of education and 
experience. (See Special Requirements) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Working knowledge of: conservation principles and practices in relation to exhibiting artifacts and/or 
maintaining a storage and retrieval system; loan contracts, renewals and museum policies regarding 
loaning collections; the museums gifting and exhibition policies; antiquities law; research and appraisal 
sources and resources offered by other agencies in order to assist the public; exhibit design and 
application; federal, State and department requirements for the curation, management, and 
preservation of collections; preservation and conservation technology to assess the condition of cultural 
resources and recommend appropriate action; the cultural resource management process; basic museum 
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (cont'd) 
CURATOR II (cont'd) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (cont'd) 
techniques and procedures in registration and accessioning artifacts; standard museum methods of 
identification in relation to determining the acceptance of artifacts and in their classification; exhibit 
design and application; collection management or education program development and management as 
appropriate; techniques relevant to the development of museum exhibits; registration theory and 
accession procedures as these apply to the development, maintenance and use of collections, and in 
application to the functions and operations of museums, archives, historical societies and libraries; 
preservation and conservation theory, practices and techniques in order to properly care for and protect 
collections; [loan eona:aets, Fenewals ana ffl1:1se1:1m f'Olieies FegaFding loaning eolleetions; antiEf1:1ities law; 
seientifie FReHioas, teeh11iq1::1es lifts Yalie] research methods and principles [1:1sea iR FeseaFek, ,estonttien and 
presePlation] . General knowledge of: history of Great Basin Nevada and The West. Ability to: [Wfite 
reports &fta artieles for professional jo1:1mals and Felated fJl:IBlieations; ] compose exhibit text and articles 
for publication; recognize problems relating to the development, organization and care of collections; work 
in collaboration with other museum professionals in the development and deployment of museum 
exhibits; assist in conducting research; make assessments on the condition and value of collections and 
artifacts; identify problems and determine appropriate· solutions based upon interpretation of rules, 
regulation and department policy; exchange ideas and arrive at decisions, conclusions and solutions to 
cultural resource problems; restore artifacts; and all knowledge, skills and abilities required at the lower 
level. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
[Detailed llflewledge eJ1 v,ckeFe to go witt:lin tt:ie EieJ:!BftFReRt fer neeeea iRfoffflatioR &ftd to j1:1Eige •uhet 
iflfeffflation sk01:1IEi ee f'BSSeEi on ro EiiffeFeRt levels of ffl&RegeFReflt. Keewledge et! the '+'Brio1::1s State and 
federal ageneies restionsihle for e1:1lt1::1ral Feso1:1t=ees mfiftegement in Ne·,aea; State and fedeFtll egeneies and 
Sf}eeifie reei1:1iremeRts pertaining to site im(:lortaeee, mekiRg s1:trvey reeommenaations, and eend1::1eting 
at=ehaeelogieel s1::1rve)1S on federal prof)erty. GeeeFal knowledge ef! the division's fll!Ff'OSe, goals, 
metkeas, rt:1les ens reg1:1letieRs; e1:1ff0Rt Nati·;e AmerieeR interests and eeneems ift the Gi:eat BasiR tlS 
.~hilif:y ta: Feseereh, elassify, eataleg and Festore 11ari01:ts ohjeets ef entiei1::1ity; pFepare eKhieit te>tt 
regeraiRg eefftf)le>t teehnieal infermatioR eREI material 1:1naersteRdaele to 18:)1 f'erseRs; eleel effeeti'lely witk 
apf)Ftlisers i:iiFed B)' the m1::1se1:1m end with these retaiReel 8)' poteRtial aoRers ef ertifaets te Hie m1:1se1:tm; 
Sf1eak e:Ktefftperane01::1sly on shaft Rotiee regaFding kisterie pFeservatieR aREl areheolegy at egeRey aRd 
fll:lhlie meea11gs; aRalyze iAfeffftatimt, flFOelems, sitt:1eti0Rs, praetiees, flolieies eAd f1F0eea1:1res te ergaRize 
work flow &ftd eeeemfllish established ohjeetives.] (These are identical to the Entry Level Knowledge, 
Skills and Abilities required for Curator IIL) 

CURATORI 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university with 
major coursework in history, prehistory, natural history, [m1:tseelegy] museum studies, education, or 
closely related field plus one year of technical [or (:lrofessioRal] experience in a museum [settiRg]. This 
experience must have included collections registration, cataloging and/or basic archival research; OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience. (See Special Requirements) -

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Working knowledge of: cataloging and registration processes. General knowledge of: museum 
principles and practices; loan contracts, renewals and museum policies regarding loaning collections; 
searching and/or data entry and retrieval methods used in common databases; North American history, 
prehistory and/or natural history; historic preservation principles, theory and planning; [ aFekaeolegieal field 
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (cont'd) 
CURATOR I (cont'd) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (cont'd) 
1Hetheas iRehuliag eKea1,atioR proeederes, feat1:1re iaeRtifieattea, eelleetieR ffietkods,] collection 
management and exhibits development; [soil aeseriptioas &Rd 1:1sieg s\irvey eqt1ip1HeRt;] basic archive 
research methods.[ Basie lieewledge af: ffiatkeFAaties aR& statisties]. Ability to: interpret and write 
observations clearly and objectively; arrange, describe, classify and research collections of prehistoric, 
historic and natural history artifacts; operate a personal computer and associated software; interact 
effectively with agency staff, State and federal agencies, professionals and the general public on a 
continuou~ basis; work independently; compile and record data in a precise and accurate manner [ -; 
iAdepeRdently eenEh,1et researeh on e1:1lt1:1ral reso1:1ree sites; reed &Ra iAteF13ret teehRieel llftEI seieAtifie 
deet.tffieR\'5] .. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
(1'ee"'·ledge ef, eoRservetioR prineiples and preetiees iR reletieR to eKhihitiRg ertifaets aRaJor maiataiRiRg 
a storage &Ra retrieval system; JoaR eoRtreets, reRe\11als aREI ff11:1se1:1FA eAEllor kistorieal seeiety polieies 
regerEliAg leaAiAg eolleetioRs; the m1:1se1:1ms giftiRg anEI eKhihitioR polieies; aRtiq1:1ities lw11; researeh end 
ept3reisal sot.trees aRd resoluees offerea by other ageReies iR orEier to assist the fn:thlie; e1thibit ElesigH eRd 
ept3lieatioR; feElerel, State aAd Ele19artffleAt reqt.tireffleRts for the et.tratioa aREI preseP1atioA of eelleetioRs; 
Great BasiR ertifeets aREI featt.tre aRelysis; the IntefffiOl:IRtaiR AHtiqt.tities System Users Gl:tiEle iH the 
proeessiRg of ereheeologieal sites eREI eReoEling fofffls; presewatioH &Rd eoAsewatioH teehHology to assess 
tke eonElilioH of e1:1lauel resottrees &Ad reeofflffleAEI epf)FOf3Fiate eetioR; the el:tltl:trel resouFee ffl&Aagefflent 
preeess; the geology aREI geography of ·Ne·,Mle; basie ffll:tSe\tffl teekHiqaes ead proeeE11::1res iR registratioR 
aRd aeeessioHiRg artifeets; staRdard ffl\tSe1:1m methoEls of ideRtifieatioR in relatioR to EleteFFRiRiRg the 
eeeeptaRee of artifeets aAd in their elassifieatioR; eKkibit ElesigH enEI 8J9plieatioR; soil korizoRs and 
sB1:1etl:lres in EleseribiRg stratigi=a19ky. ,.,..r:hility ta. assist iR eoREluetiRg reseefflh; make assessmeRts on the 
eoRElitioR anEI vall:te of eolleetioas aREI artifaets; ieleRtify problems &REI EletefffiiAe 8J9pro13riate soh,1ti0Rs 
beseEI upoR interpretatioR of rnles, regt.tlatioRs &Rd departmeRt poliey; eKekaRge iEleas aREI arrin at 
deeisioRs, eoRelusions &Re solutions to e1:1ltl:trel resouree probleffis; restore ertifeets.] (These are identical to 
the Entry Level Knowledge, Skills and Abilities required for Curator IL) 

This class specification is used for classification, recruitment and examination purposes. It is not to be 
considered a substitute for work performance standards for positions assigned to this class. 

7.803 7.823 7.808 7.834 

ESTABLISHED: 7/1/95P 6/30/69 6/11/82 7/1/83P 
9/16/94PC 6/24/83PAC 

REVISED: 6/29/73 12/19/85-12 7/l/89P 
8/19/88PC 

REVISED: 5/28/76 7/l/89P 7/l/89P 
8/19/88PC 6/9/89-3 

REVISED: 12/19/85-12 7/1/91P 7/1/91P 
3/13/90PC 3/13/90PC 

REVISED: 7/1/89P 7/1/95P 3/1/90R 
8/19/88PC 9/16/94PC 7/6/90PC 

REVISED: 8/21/90R 5/24/91-3 
5/24/91PC 
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CURATORIV 37 B 7.803 
CURATORID 35 B 7.823 
CURATOR II 33 B 7.808 
CURATORI 31 B 7.834 
Page 9 of9 
REVISED: 7/1/95P 7/1/95P 

9/16/94PC 9/16/94PC 
REVISED: 7/5/02UC 7/5/02UC 7/5/02UC 7/5/02UC 
REVISED: 9125/JSPC 9125/JSPC 9/25/JSPC 9125/JSPC 
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C 

Personnel Commission Agenda 
September 25, 2015 

FOR DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 

The Division of Human Resource Management has conducted a maintenance review of class specifications in 
the Occupational Group(s) listed below. It is recommended that the following classes be revised effective: 
September 25, 2015. 

CURRENT a 

- ,-

" 
PROPOSED 

~ 

- ··-

CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 

10.710 Microbiologist V 38 A 10.710 Microbiologist Y 38 A 

10.711 Microbiologist IV 36 B 10.711 Microbiologist IV 36 B 

10.715 Microbiologist Ill 34 B 10.715 Microbiologist m 34 B 

10.717 Microbiologist II 32 B 10.717 Microbiologist II 32 B 

10.721 Microbiologist I 30 B 10.721 Microbiologist I 30 B 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGE 

The Nevada Department of Administration, Division of Human Resource Management conducted a class 
specification maintenance review for the Microbiologist series. 

In consultation with Subject Matter Experts from the Division of Public and Behavioral Health, Department of 
Agriculture, Nevada System of Higher Education and recruitment experts from Human Resource Management, 
modifications were made to the series concept to account for changes in verbiage used and duties performed. 
As a result of these adjustments, minor changes were made to the class concepts at the Microbiologist V and IV 
levels. In addition, minor changes were made to the class concepts at the Microbiologist II and I levels in order 
to maintain consistency in verbiage used at the training/entry level positions. 

Also, informational notes were added to explain that certain positions required the need to possess and maintain 
certifications from either the State of Nevada or the American Society for Clinical Pathology. Furthermore, an 
informational note was added indicating that some positions may require specialized and/or agency specific 
experience which would be identified at the time of recruitment. 

Minor changes to the minimum qualifications were required to represent these modifications, as well as, to 
maintain consistency in structure and format. 

Microbiologists perform a variety of microbiological, serological, parasitological, immunological, molecular 
and clinical laboratory tests and procedures to detect, isolate and identify microorganisms in milk, blood, urine, 
feces, tissue and other samples; process samples according to established laboratory procedures; prepare 
samples for testing and analysis; participate in obtaining specimens for analysis; operate, calibrate, and adjust a 
wide variety of standard, specialized, and/or sophisticated laboratory equipment; identify microorganisms to the 
genus and species level; work cooperatively with human and animal health providers, health officials, practicing 
and regulatory veterinarians; prepare and maintain required documentation of test results; monitor and maintain 
adequate supplies and equipment; and maintain current knowledge of advances in laboratory technology, 
disease control and diagnosis, scientific research and federal and State regulations. 

a. 10. 710 - Microbiologist V, Grade 38: under administrative direction, incumbents plan, organize, 
coordinate and oversee the overall operation of a laboratory(ies) in which microbiological, molecular, 
serological, parasitological, immunological and clinical laboratory tests and procedures are conducted in 
order to detect, isolate and identify microorganisms in milk, blood, urine, feces, tissue and other samplr
in accordance with State and federal regulations and standards; train, supervise and evaluate tl 56 



performance of professional microbiologists, laboratory technicians and assistants; establish and revise 
laboratory policies and procedures; participate in long-range planning and budgeting processes. 

b. 10. 711 - Microbiologist W, Grade 36: under general direction incumbents either I) report to a 
supervisor who is not a microbiologist or a veterinarian and work independently in providing 
microbiological analysis of various materials in support of agency programs and activities or 2) report to 
a Microbiologist V, veterinarian or related scientist and in addition supervise lower level professional 
microbiologists. 

c. 10. 715 - Microbiologist III, Grade 34: under general supervision, incumbents perform a broad range of 
duties outlined in the series concept. This is the journey level for the series. 

d 10. 717 -Microbiologist II, Grade 32: under close supervision, incumbents continue to receive training 
and gain experience in performing duties outlined in the series concept. This is the advanced trainee 
level for the series. 

e. 10. 721 - Microbiologist I, Grade 30: under close supervision, incumbents receive training in 
performing all or part of the duties outlined in the series concept. This is the trainee level for the series. 

Throughout the process, management and staff within the division participated by offering 
recommendations and reviewing changes as the process progressed, and they support this recommendation. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specif,cation are noted in red. 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
Department of Administration 

Division of Human Resource Management 

CLASS SPECIFICATION 

TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE 

MICROBIOLOGIST V 38 A 10.710 
MICROBIOLOGIST IV 36 B 10.711 
MICROBIOLOGIST Ill 34 B 10.715 
MICROBIOLOGIST Il 32 B 10.717 
MICROBIOLOGIST I 30 B 10.721 

SERIES CONCEPT 

Microbiologists perform a variety of microbiological, serological, parasitological, immunological, molecular 
and clinical laboratory tests and procedures to detect, isolate and identify microorganisms in milk, blood, urine, 
feces, tissue and other samples; analyze, record and report test results in assigned program areas such as disease 
control and clinical and environmental testing. 

Process samples according to established laboratory procedures; label and record identification data; select and 
implement the appropriate testing methods and techniques based on current and accepted scientific knowledge; 
prepare positive and negative controls as appropriate; follow and observe universal precautions, established 
health and safety policies and procedures, chemical hygiene and quality control measures. 

Prepare samples for testing and analysis; mix solutions, prepare and culture media; incubate specimens to 
enhance growth of microorganisms; section and stain tissue for microscopic examination; inspect cultures and 
record observations of growth, color, morphology, colony morphology and other significant changes essential 
to identification. 

Participate in obtaining specimens for analysis by drawing blood, obtaining and transferring clinical and 
environmental samples, and conducting other tests using aseptic techniques and established protocols. 

Operate, calibrate and adjust a wide variety of standard, specialized and/or sophisticated laboratory equipment 
including, but not limited to, floor and benchtop centrifuges; biological incubators and incinerators; light, 
fluorescent and dissecting microscopes; autoclaves; vacuum pumps; analytical balances; humidifiers; pH 
meters; manual and automatic pipettes; spectrophotometers; surgical instruments; saws; Bunsen burner; scales; 
graduated cylinders; high performance liquid chromatography; real time polymerase chain reaction and other 
molecular detection equipment; automated liquid handling systems; laboratory robots; syringes; hematology 
and electrolyte analyzers and others. 

Identify microorganisms to the genus and species level; research current scientific literature and consult 
diagnostic sources; report findings to appropriate individuals and authorities as required by law and agency 
policy; conduct antimicrobial susceptibility testing where indicated and interpret test results to facilitate 
proper treatment of infected animals. 

Work cooperatively with human and animal health providers, health officials, practicing and regulatory 
veterinarians and others regarding the identification of pathogenic microorganisms; communicate with patients, 
animal owners and others to provide and obtain information concerning symptoms, epidemiological links, 
[ eeRtaet with EH'l iFRals,] test results and diagnosis; maintain confidentiality of information as appropriate. 

Prepare and maintain required documentation of test results; record and analyze data using computer hardware 
and software, which may include the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS); ensure all data is 
maintained, stored, disseminated and/or electronically transmitted in compliance with all State and/or 
federal rules and regulations. 
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MICROBIOLOGIST V 38 A 10.710 
MICROBIOLOGIST IV 36 B 10.711 
MICROBIOLOGIST III 34 B 10.715 
MICROBIOLOGIST II 32 B 10.717 
MICROBIOLOGIST I 30 B 10.721 
Page 2 of6 

SERIES CONCEPT (cont'd) 

Monitor and maintain adequate supplies and equipment; maintain equipment under appropriate preventive 
maintenance and calibration schedules, request materials according to established procedures; provide 
training, document proficiency and provide work direction to lower level laboratory personnel as assigned. 

Maintain current knowledge of advances in laboratory technology, disease control and diagnosis, scientific 
research and federal and State regulations; attend seminars, lectures, meetings and professional conferences; 
complete and maintain records of continuing education and proficiency as required. 

Perform related duties as assigned. 

****************************************************************************************** 

CLASS CONCEPTS 

Microbiologist V: Under administrative direction, Microbiologist V's plan, organize, coordinate and oversee 
the overall operation of a laboratory(ies) in which microbiological, molecular, serological, parasitological, 
immunological and clinical laboratory tests and procedures are conducted in order to detect, isolate and identify 
microorganisms in milk, blood, urine, feces, tissue and other samples in accordance with State and federal 
regulations and standards. 

Train, supervise and evaluate the performance of professional microbiologists, laboratory technicians and 
assistants; develop work performance standards; schedule and assign work and determine priorities; provide 
technical expertise as requested by subordinate staff. 

Establish and revise laboratory policies and procedures; develop, implement and maintain an appropriate 
quality control and quality assurance system consistent with auditing requirements for laboratories 
(ISOJ 7025); [proeeeh:1res;] ensure compliance with current safety requirements; coordinate laboratory activities 
with other State and federal agencies and entities; may participate in appropriate proficiency testing as 
required. 

Participate in long-range planning and budgeting processes; project personnel and equipment needs; develop 
and monitor the laboratory budget; order equipment, supplies and materials; maintain current knowledge of 
technological advancements in microbiological analysis, computer applications and specialized instrumentation. 

Microbiologist IV: Under general direction, positions allocated to this class either: 

(1) Report to a supervisor who is not a microbiologist or a veterinarian and work independently in providing 
microbiological analysis of various materials in support of agency programs and activities; oversee and 
coordinate the assigned laboratory including analytical equipment and instrumentation; order supplies 
and equipment; and implement a quality control and quality assurance system; [procedures;] or 

(2) Report to a Microbiologist V, veterinarian or related scientist and in addition, supervise lower level 
professional microbiologists including responsibility for training; evaluating performance; assigning and 
reviewing work; and counseling and discipline. Incumbents at this level may also be assigned to 
participate in budget preparation and monitoring, requesting equipment and supplies, and recommending 
the purchase of new equipment and instrumentation, but the supervisor has the final decision-making 
authority. 

Microbiologist III: Under general supervision, incumbents perform a broad range of duties outlined in the ( series concept. This is the journey level for the series. 
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MICROBIOLOGIST V 38 A 10.710 
MICROBIOLOGIST IV 36 B 10.711 
MICROBIOLOGIST III 34 B 10.71S 
MICROBIOLOGIST II 32 B 10.717 
MICROBIOLOGIST I 30 B 10.721 
Page 3 of6 

CLASS CONCEPTS (cont'd) 

Microbiologist II: Under close supervision, incumbents continue to receive training and gain experience in 
performing duties outlined in the series concept. This is the advanced trainee level for the series. Progression 
to the journey level may occur upon meeting minimum qualifications, satisfactory performance and with the 
approval of the appointing authority. 

Microbiologist I: Under close supervision, incumbents receive training in performing all or part of the duties 
outlined in the series concept. This is the trainee level for the series. Progression to the advanced trainee level 
may occur upon meeting minimum qualifications, satisfactory performance and with the approval of the 
appointing authority 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 
INFORMATIONAL NOTES: 

• Positions at the Microbiologist V level may be required to possess and maintain either a State of 
Nevada Certificate as a General Supervisor of a Licensed Laboratory or be American Society for 
Clinical Pathology (ASCP) licensed as a General Supervisor at the time of employment and as a 
condition of continuing employment. This requirement will be identified at the time of recruitment. 

• Positions at any level may be required to possess and maintain either a State of Nevada Certificate as 
a Clinical Laboratory Technologist or ASCP licensure as a Clinical Laboratory Scientist, Medical 
Technologist or Medical Laboratory Scientist at the time of employment and as a condition of 
continuing employment. This requirement will be identified at the time of recruitment. 

• Some positions may require specialized and/or agency specific experience which will be identified at 
the time of recruitment. 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENT: 

• Pursuant to NRS 284.4066, some positions in this series have been identified as affecting public safety. 
Persons offered employment in these positions, must submit to pre-employment screening for controlled 
substances. 

MICROBIOLOGIST V 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in 
microbiology, biochemistry, medical technology or closely related field and five years of progressively 
responsible professional experience as a microbiologist or medical technologist in a laboratory setting 
conducting various tests on clinical specimens, milk, water, [tHHIJ or food products and/or performing 
clinical, bacteriological, mycobacteriological, mycological, parasitological, molecular, [and} or serological 
analysis; OR one year as a Microbiologist IV in Nevada State service; QR an equivalent combination of 
education and experience above the bachelor's degree level (See Special Requirement and Informational 
Notes.) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Detailed knowledge of: operation and maintenance of specialized and complex laboratory equipment used 
for clinical and environmental analyses. Working knowledge of: supervisory techniques and practices; as 
applicable, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the National Animal Health Laboratory Network, the 
American Association of Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians, Environmental Protection Agency, Food 
and Drug Administration, Health Care Facilities Administrators (HCFA), Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Amendments (CLIA) and State statutes pertinent to laboratory testing, safety and security. 
Ability to: plan, organize and oversee laboratory operations; prepare and monitor budgets; oversee the 
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (cont'd) 

MICROBIOLOGIST V (cont'd) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): (cont'd) 
work of professional, technical and support personnel; initiate and develop testing policies and procedures; 
operate specialized and complex equipment; [ s1:1eh as SJ)eetropketemeter er fl1:10t=eseeRt mier0se013e;] 
organize work flow and determine priorities; ensure proper training and professional development of 
assigned staff; maintain statistical data and records; and all knowledge, skills and abilities required at the 
lower levels. · 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
Working knowledge of: alternate methodologies in testing; providers of equipment and supplies, and 
repair agencies; U.S. Postal Regulations and International Air Transportation Association Regulations 
regarding the shipment of pathogenic organisms. General knowledge of: State purchasing policies and 
procedures. 

MICROBIOLOGIST IV 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in 
microbiology, biochemistry, medical technology or closely related field and four years of professional 
experience as a microbiologist or medical technologist in a laboratory setting conducting various tests on 
clinical specimens, milk, water, ftmtl/ or food products and/or performing clinical, bacteriological, 
mycobacteriological, mycological, parasitological, molecular, [aftEi] or serological analysis; OR two years 
as a Microbiologist III in Nevada State service; QR an equivalent combination of education and experience 
above the bachelor's degree level (See Special Requirement and Informational Notes.) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Detailed knowledge of: reference materials used to research information related to identification of 
organisms, interpretation of test results, antibiotic sensitivity, and quality assurance/quality control; safety 
precautions required with biological and etiological samples, chemicals and potentially hazardous materials; 
State and federal health and safety regulations applicable to a microbiology laboratory environment; 
specialized computer equipment and applications specific to the assigned programs and laboratory. 
Working knowledge of: applicable policies and procedures related to laboratory testing. Ability to: 
ensure compliance with established protocols and maintain required proficiency standards; coordinate 
laboratory activities with other agencies; and all knowledge, skills and abilities required at the lower levels. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
(These are identical to the Entry Level Knowledge, Skills and Abilities required for Microbiologist V.) 
[Werlcieg l(Rewledge ef: the U.S. DepartmeRt of Agrie1:1lt1:ue, EHvireRmeRtal PreteetieH AgeRey, Feed &llEI 
Drug AEimiHistFmioH, Health Gere Facilities AEimiR:istrators (HCfA) CliHieal Laberatory lmpro¥eFReAt 
AmeRdmeHts (CLl:A) llA& the Ne•1ada Revised Statutes pertiReRt to laboratory testiRg, s&tet:y, aRd see1::1rity. 
Ahilit:y te: ovet=See aRa eooffliaate the work of laeeFatory essistaRts; maiRtaiR statistieal t:lata &Ra reeords.] 

MICROBIOLOGIST III 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in 
microbiology, biochemistry, medical technology or closely related field and two years of professional 
experience as a microbiologist or medical technologist in a laboratory setting conducting various tests on 
clinical specimens, milk, water, ftllffl/ or food products and/or performing clinical, bacteriological, 
mycobacteriological, mycological, parasitological, molecular, and serological analysis; OR one year as a 
Microbiologist II in Nevada State service; OR an equivalent combination of education and experience 
above the bachelor's degree level (See Special Requirement and Informational Notes.) 
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (cont'd) 

MICROBIOLOGIST ID (cont'd) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Working knowledge of: laboratory equipment including maintenance and proper use; State and federal 
health and safety regulations applicable to a laboratory environment; reference materials used to research 
information related to identification of antibiotic sensitivity, and quality assurance/quality control; 
specialized computer equipment and applications. Ability to: compare, contrast, analyze, and interpret test 
results or statistical data, and formulate conclusions; perform specialized test procedures and adapt to new 
testing formats; independently conduct microbiological tests and procedures; implement quality assurance 
procedures and requirements; and all knowledge, skills and abilities required at the lower levels. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
(These are identical to the Entry Level Knowledge, Skills and Abilities required for Microbiologist IV.) 
[Werl,ieg h:eewledge ef: ageRey polieies aRa proeeaHres related to lahoratery testiRg.] 

MICROBIOLOGIST Il 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in 
microbiology, biochemistry, medical technology or closely related field and one year of professional 
experience in a laboratory setting; OR one year as a Microbiologist I in Nevada State service; OR an 
equivalent combination of education and experience above the bachelor's degree level (See Special 
Requirement and Informational Notes.) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
General knowledge of: theories and principles of microbiology, molecular methods, and immunology; 
aseptic techniques; safety precautions required with biological and etiological samples, chemicals and 
potentially hazardous materials; health and safety regulations applicable to a laboratory environment; 
computer equipment and applications used in a microbiology laboratory. Skill in: staining and making 
slides. Ability to: perform a variety of laboratory procedures according to procedure manuals; interpret 
and explain test results and laboratory procedures; read, record, analyze and interpret test results or 
statistical data, and formulate conclusions; follow standard laboratory testing methodology to ensure 
accuracy of results; distinguish colors, turbidity, shapes, and sizes in order to interpret test results and 
findings; and all knowledge, skills and abilities required at the lower level. 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
(I'hese are identical to the Entry Level Knowledge, Skills andAbilitiesfor Microbiologist Ill) 

MICROBIOLOGIST I 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in 
microbiology, biochemistry, medical technology or closely related field; QB an equivalent combination of 
education and experience above the bachelor's degree level. (See Special Requirement and Informational 
Notes.) 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Basic knowledge of: theories and principles of microbiology, molecular methods, and immunology; 
aseptic techniques; safety precautions required with biological and etiological samples, chemicals and 
potentially hazardous materials. Ability to: operate standard laboratory equipment; distinguish colors, 
turbidity, shapes, and sizes in order to follow specified laboratory procedures; communicate effectively both 
orally and in writing. 
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (cont'd) 

MICROBIOLOGIST I (cont'd) 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
(I'hese are identical to the Entry Level Knowledge, Skills and Abilities for Microbiologist IL) 

This class specification is used for classification, recruitment and examination purposes. It is not to be 
considered a substitute for work performance standards for positions assigned to this class. 

10.710 10.711 10.715 10.717 10.721 

ESTABLISHED: 8/1/73 8/1/73 8/1/73 8/1/73 8/1/73 
REVISED: 10/25/74 
REVISED: 8/21/78 
REVISED: 6/11/82-3 

REVISED: 7/18/86-3 7/18/86-3 7/18/86-3 7/18/86-3 
REVISED: 7/l/87-12P 7/l/87-I2P 7/l/87-I2P 7/l/87-12P 7/l/87-12P 

7/18/86PC 7/I8/86PC 7/18/86PC 7/18/86PC 7/18/86PC 
REVISED: 7/l/99P 7/l/99P 7/l/99P 7/l/99P 7/l/99P 

12/17/98PC 12/17/98PC 12/17/98PC I2/17/98PC 12/I7/98PC 
REVISED: 4/1 l/I4PC 4/11/I4PC 4/11/I4PC 4/11/I4PC 4/I1/14PC 
REVISED: 9/25/15PC 9/25/15PC 9125/15PC 9125/JSPC 9/25/JSPC 
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Personnel Commission Agenda 
September 25, 2015 

REPORT OF CLASSIFICATION CHANGES NOT REQUIRING PERSONNEL 
COMMISSION APPROVAL 

Attached is a report of changes made to the classification plan pursuant to NRS 284.160, sections 
4 through 6 which reads as follows: 

"4. The classification plan and changes therein are subject to approval by the 
Commission, except that the Administrator may make a change in the 
classification plan without the prior approval of the Commission if: 

(a) The Administrator deems it necessary for the efficiency of the public 
service; 
(b) The change is not proposed in conjunction with an occupational study; and 
(c) The Administrator, at least 20 working days before acting upon the 

proposed change: 
(1) Provides written notice of the proposal to each member of 

the Commission, to all departments and to any head of an 
employees' organization who requests notice of such 
proposals; and 

(2) Posts a written notice of the proposal in each of the 
principal offices of the Division. 

Any occupational study conducted by the Division in connection 
with the preparation, maintenance or revision of the classification 
plan must be approved by the Commission. 

5. If no written objection to the proposed change to the classification plan is 
received by the Administrator before the date it is scheduled to be acted 
upon, the Administrator may effect the change. The Administrator shall 
report to the Commission any change in the classification plan made 
without its approval at the Commission's next succeeding regular meeting. 

6. If a written objection is received before the date the proposed change is 
scheduled to be acted upon, the Administrator shall place the matter on the 
agenda of the Commission for consideration at its next succeeding regular 
meeting." 

The conditions set forth in these statutes have been met. A copy of the justifications and revised 
class specifications are on file in the office of the Administrator of the Division of Human 
Resource Management. 

The following changes have been effected: 
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REPORT OF CLASSIFICATION CHANGES 

POSTING#: 14-15 
Effective: 05/22/15 

·-
- -

CURRENT - . ~ 
,"'•· APPROVED 

CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE Trn.E GRADE EE0-4 

7.714 Transportation Technician IV 31 C 7.714 Transpor1alJIJn Technlclan IV 31 C 

7.713 Transportation Technician III 29 C 7.713 Transpor1alJIJn Technlclan m 29 C 

7.715 Transportation Technician II 27 C 7.715 Transpor1alJIJn Technlclan II 27 C 

7.716 Transportation Technician I 25 C 7.716 Transpor1alJIJn Technldan I 25 C 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

At the request of the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), Human Resource Manageme1 
recommends revisions to the Transportation Technician series and class concepts to better identify duties bein 
performed by Transportation Technicians in both the Roadways Systems and Transportation/Planning sectior 
of the department. In addition, Human Resource Management recommends deleting the reference to "acciden1 
on State highways" from the minimum qualifications at each level as analysis of accidents is no longer a functio 
for which Transportation Technicians in these two areas are responsible. 

Also, it is being recommended that the minimum qualifications of the Transportation Technician I be increase 
to require, in addition to high school graduation, a year of general labor or semi-skilled experience whic. 
included the use of tools and the ability to find locations while operating a vehicle. In doing so, it is felt that th 
agency can better screen applicants for the requisite skills to perform the necessary duties of the position. 

Furthermore, the knowledge, skills and abilities of the classes were updated to reflect those knowledge, skill 
and/or abilities which were always necessary to perform the requisite duties, but never stated outrightly. 

The Nevada Department of Transportation supports these changes. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specijkation are noted in red. 
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POSTING#: 15-15 
Effective: 05/22/15 

CODE TJTI,E 

~ CURRENT 

6.217 Contract Compliance Manager 

_,,_ 

- , --

GRADE EE0-4 

39 A 

--
APPROVED I ,_ 

C 

CODE TJTI,E GRADE EE0-4 

6.217 Contract Comollance Manager 39 A 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

At the request of the Nevada Department of Transportation, the Division of Human Resource Manageme1 
recommends minor revisions be made to the wording of the minimum qualifications of the Contract Compliam 
Manager. These minor revisions will assist the Department in recruiting efforts by broadening acceptab 
experience to increase the number of qualified candidates. 

Under administrative direction, the Contract Compliance Manager implements, monitors and enforces all feden 
and State laws and regulations relating to the Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) Program, Sma 
Business Enterprise (SBE) Program, External Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Program and the Title \ 
Program, minimum prevailing wage rates and subcontracting opportunities; provides recommendations t 
department management regarding DBE, contract compliance related SBE, EEO, Title VI issues, and Contra< 
Compliance program impacts from State and federal legislation. Incumbents manage the DBE and SH 
programs to ensure conformance with federal regulations set forth in Title 49, CFR, Part 26 and the State ass, 
forth in NRS 408.3872; oversee and direct staff in the review of applications and supporting documentation frm 
firms requesting certification for the State's Unified Certification Program (UCP) for DBE's and SBE's; me< 
with applicants and conduct on-site reviews of the applicants' place of business to determine whether or nc 
certification should be granted; assist in administering the DBE and SBE Supportive Services program as : 
relates to contract compliance which develops the DBE and SBE program through education, trainini 
community outreach, recruitment, and training of DBE firms. 

They also manage external contract compliance programs; function as the Title VI Coordinator for th 
department to ensure that department programs and activities are administered in a non-discriminatory manne1 
manage and direct staff in the review of the bid documents, stewardship contracts, contractor bids and certi:fie, 
payrolls to ensure federal laws, Nevada Revised Statutes and department policies regarding prevailing wage~ 
subcontractors, DBE and SBE firms and insurance are followed. 

The Contract Compliance Manager direct staff in completing required compliance reviews, including wag, 
compliance, and local public agency reviews for both state and federally-funded projects and manage th, 
Contract Compliance Section and staff to include supervision, assigning and reviewing work, training anc 
evaluating employees, and preparing and monitoring the section budget. 

The Nevada Department of Transportation supports the changes. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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POSTING#: 16-15 
Effective: 05/22/15 

-
CURRENT 

-

APPROVED 

CODE TITI..E GRADE EE04 CODE TITLE GRADE EE04 

1.810 

1.809 

Conservation Staff Specialist II 

Conservation Staff Specialist I 

36 

35 

B 

B 

1.810 

1.809 

Conservation Staff Spedallst II 

Option A: Natllral Resources 

B Flat Management 

Conservation Staff Speclallst I 

36 

35 

B 

B 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

At the request of the Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF) and in conjunction with Subject Matter Experts, the Division c 
Human Resource Management recommends revising the series and class concept of the Conservation Staff Specialist II t 
separate functions performed into options. Positions performing natural resources-related functions are described in Optio 
A, and the Statewide-duties assigned to the NDF Fleet Services Manager are described in Option B. It is felt that by doin 
this, the function of the position assigned to manage NDF's Statewide Fleet program will be better described; as well, th 
agency will be able to hire and maintain a qualified individual. 

Under general supervision, the NDF Fleet Services Manager develops, formulates, and coordinates the Nevad 
Division of Forestry Statewide fleet program, writes and updates policies and procedures related to vehicle an• 
equipment use within the agency. The incumbent oversees the management, inspection, maintenance, and repai 
of the division's light, medium, and heavy vehicles and equipment. They also perform complex diagnoses an• 
troubleshooting, repairs as needed, rebuilds as needed, and oversee modifications of agency vehicles an• 
equipment, and recommend action; place unsafe vehicles and equipment out-of-service until repairs ar, 
completed; organize, coordinate and oversee specialized programs and activities for statewide implementation 
Examples of these programs and activities include management of the statewide preventive maintenanc• 
program; preparation and administration of bid specifications for automobiles, trucks and equipment, includin1 
parts and repairs, for fleet maintenance operations; preparation of new vehicles and equipment for distributio1 
to Fire and Camp programs; manage the statewide specialty equipment; manage and provide oversight for th• 
Federal Excess Property Program (FEPP), to include acquisition, build-up, and disposal of the FEPP property 
conduct/manage annual inventory of all agency Capital Equipment and submit results to Department o 
Administration; and ensure the four equipment/maintenance shops are maintaining inventory control of all sho1 
supplies and materials utilizing FLEETMA TE database. 

In addition, Human Resource Management recommends adding the word "or" to the minimum qualifications in order t< 
expand on the type of relevant and acceptable experience. 

During this review, Human Resource Management worked closely with staff from Nevada Division of Forestry who assistt 
in making the revisions to the class specification. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specijication are noted in red 
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POSTING#: 17-15 
Effective: 06/09/15 

., ·-·--. ... .~ ... -·,1 
€l1QENT .. APPROVED 

CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 

12.152 Workforce Services Representative V 34 B 12.152 Workforce Services Representative V 34 B 
12.153 Workforce Services Representative IV 32 B 12.153 Worlcforce Services Representative IV 32 B 

12.157 

Workforce Services Representative Ill 
Option A: Employment Services 

B:Local Veterans 
Employment 
Representative 

30 B 12.157 
Workforce Services Representative HI 
OptlonA: Abolish 

B: Abolish 
30 B 

12.158 

Workforces Services Representative II 
Option A: Employment Services 

B:Disabled Veterans 
Outreach Pro2I'8Dl 

28 E 12.158 
Workforce Services Representative H 
Option A: Abolish 

B:Abollsh 
28 E 

12.159 Workforce Services Representative I 26 E 12.159 Workforce Services Representative I 26 E 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

As a result of an Individual Classification Study (NPD-19) and in partnership with Subject Matter Experts fror 
the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation, the Division of Human Resource Management ha 
determined that the class specifications should be amended to account for changes in federal regulations resultin 
in the Disabled Veterans Outreach Program acquiring higher level duties and responsibilities and the duties an 
responsibilities of the Local Veterans Employment Representative being absorbed by Employment Services. 

As a result of these changes, the class concept for the Workforce Services Representative Ill - Option B wer 
modified to reflect duties and responsibilities that provide services to veterans who have been categorized a 
having a Significant Barrier to Employment (SBE) as defined by federal regulations. Also, the title was change, 
from Local Veterans Employment Representative to Disabled Veterans Outreach Program. Furthermore, th 
Option A and Option B verbiage was removed and replaced with "Representative duties of positions assigne• 
to" in order to maintain consistency in format structure. The minimum qualifications at this level were modifie• 
to reflect these changes. 

The Workforce Services Representative II options were also removed and replaced with "Representative dutie 
of positions assigned to". Also, a statement indicating that positions assigned to the Disabled Veterans Outreacl 
Program continue to receive training was added. The minimum qualifications at this level were modified t, 
reflect these changes. 

Also, changes to the formatting structure at all levels, for the minimum qualifications, was completed in orde 
to maintain consistency. 

Both management and agency human resource personnel within the division participated by offerint 
recommendations and reviewing changes as the process progressed and they support the recommended changes 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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POSTING#: 18-15 
Effective: 06/18/15 

~ 

, 
CURRENT - ~ 

·, . 
APPROVED 

>:... 

- - ---

CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EE0-4 

6.343 -;-•...... -rtatlon GIS Mllllllller 40 B 
New 6.342 -;-.... ..._rtatlon GIS S-- ·-' 38 B 

6.341 
6.340 

-;-, ...... -rtatlon GIS Analyst II 
;: ___ rtatlon GIS Analyst 1 

36 
33 

B 
B 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

As a result of several Individual Studies (NPD-19), and in conjunction with Subject Matter Experts from th 
Department of Transportation, Human Resource Management has recommended establishing a new class serie 
titled Transportation GIS Analyst. 

Transportation GIS Analysts are responsible for designing, implementing, supporting and administering al 
aspects of a department's enterprise geographic information system. Incumbents develop and maintain the GU 
Linear Referencing System (LRS) including maintenance of the statewide road network, calibrated linea 
referencing methods and associated GIS data layers; plan, design, modify, implement and administer multipl, 
departmental spatial databases; install, configure and administer GIS Server application software; develop 
implement, document and enforce GIS server-related administration procedures and security standards; an, 
analyze user requirements, existing business workflows, policies, regulations and statutes to develop an, 
implement enhanced GIS-based solutions and workflows. Incumbents also determine project objectives b, 
analyzing user needs through consultation with end-users, technicians, analysts, management and vendors 
review available hardware and/or software tools to choose implementation platform; design, implement an< 
maintain GIS datasets and perform quality assurance/quality control procedures and corrections. Additionally 
they perform spatial analyses and interpret and communicate analytical results; and coordinate with internal an< 
external entities to disseminate and share GIS data, and collaborate on GIS projects. 

It is recommended that the series be placed in the Engineering & Allied Occupational Group, Engineerin1 
Support Services subgroup to recognize the GIS support provided for the department's engineering-relatec 
services. It is recommended that the Transportation GIS Analyst I, the trainee level, be established at grade 3'.: 
in order to attract those college graduates with a Bachelor's degree in GIS or a closely related field with a yeai 
of related professional experience. Incumbents in this class receive training in performing the duties assignee 
and progression to the next class may occur upon meeting the minimum qualifications, satisfactory performance 
and with the recommendation of the appointing authority. 

The Transportation GIS Analyst II performs the full-range of duties outlined and participates in the design, 
testing, implementation and maintenance of software applications, and databases. Human Resource 
Management recommends establishing the Transportation GIS Analyst II at a grade 36. This is the journey level 
in the series. 

Furthermore, we recommend that the Transportation GIS Supervisor be established at grade 38. This class is the 
supervisory level and functions as the GIS technical expert and project manager over an assigned area. 
Incumbents evaluate GIS technologies and solutions; develop policies, standards and procedures; develop plans and 
approaches to meet project objectives; and supervise a staff of lower level Transportation GIS Analysts. 

The Transportation GIS Manager serves as the section manager and is responsible for providing timely, efficient 
and cost effective geographic information systems (GIS) products and services including the development and 
maintenance of GIS applications, tools, enterprise GIS databases, and linear referencing system to meet 
departmental operational and decision support need. Additionally, the incumbent manages the design, 
development, enhancement and delivery of GIS products and services to meet on-going and ad-hoc business and 
information needs; oversees and participates in the design, development, integration and maintenance of GIS 
database architectures, data layers and databases; analyzes and evaluates technology solutions to ensure their 
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consistency and integration with departmental technology standards; prepares and evaluates proposals, bk 
contracts and service agreements for GIS software, equipment and consulting services or participates in doit 
so; and serves as a technical expert to departmental, district, and divisional managers and advises on the desi1 
and uses of GIS technologies and products that will improve business process efficiency and enhance suppc 
for decision and policy making. By establishing the Transportation GIS Manager at grade 40, the responsibili 
to manage a subordinate supervisor and the department's GIS data, which is critical to operations, is recognize 

During this review, Human Resource Management worked closely with staff from the Department of 
Transportation who assisted in developing the class specification. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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POSTING#: 19-15 
Effective: 06/30/15 

-
CURRENT - APPROVED 

-
-

CODE TITLE GRADE I EE0-4 CODE TITLE GRADE I EE0-4 

1.401 Weights & Measures Inspector IV 36 C 1.401 Weights & Measures Inspector IY 36 C 

1.404 Weights & Measures Inspector III 33 C 1.404 No Change 33 C 

1.407 Weights & Measures Inspector II 31 C 1.407 No Change 31 C 

1.410 Weights & Measures Inspector I 29 C 1.410 No Change 29 C 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

The Nevada Department of Agriculture, Consumer Equitability Division has requested the addition of a 
informational note to the Weights & Measures Inspector series to address the need for the positions to obtain an 
maintain applicable professional certifications. 

These professional certifications are currently being completed; however, the agency would like to formalize th 
requirement in the class specification. 

Human Resource Management recommends modification to the minimum qualifications to add an informatioru 
note indicating that positions in the series must obtain and maintain applicable professional certifications issue 
by the National Institute of Standards & Technology and National Conference on Weights & Measures (NCWM 
as a condition of continuing employment. 

1bis modification requires no change to the education, experience or entry level knowledge, skills and abilitief 
however, due to a title change in the Metrologist series, the education and experience at the Weights & Measure 
Inspector IV was modified to change the Weights & Measures Metrologist to Metrologist II. 

During the review, Human Resource Management worked closely with staff from the Department o 
Agriculture's Consumer Equitability Division, which participated by offering recommendations and reviewin; 
changes as the process progresses, and they support the recommended amendments. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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POSTING#: 20-15 
Effective: 07/02/15 

( 
~· 

CODE TITI..E 

tlJJW:NT 
.. -

GRADE EE0-4 CODE 

' APPROVEJ! 

TITLE GRADE I EE0-4 

36 B 

34 B 1.403 

New 

Weights & Measures Metrologist 34 B 

1.405 

1.403 

Metrologlst m 
Metrologlst ll 

New 1.402 Metrologlst I 32 B 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

The Nevada Department of Agriculture, Consumer Equitability Division has requested the creation of additiom 
levels in the Weights & Measures Metrologist series in order to address the need to always have individual 
trained, certified and prepared to step into the role of State Metrologist. Currently if the State Metrologist le1 
State employment, the agency would lose their lab accreditation/certification as they have no other Metrologh 
able to immediately fill this role. As a result of this request, and in consultation with Subject Matter Expert 
from the division, Human Resource Management has recommended establishing two new levels within th 
series. 

A Metrologist performs activities and processes involved in the effective operation of the Nevada Measuremen 
Standards Laboratory; calibrate measures of mass, length and volume against the official State standards; an, 
ensure that the Laboratory remains certified by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) ii 
order to provide standard calibration services traceable to the U.S. national standards for industry, governmen 
agencies, educational institutions, business and research facilities. 

It is recommended that the entry level Metrologist I be established at grade 32, two grades below the Metrologis 
II, which is consistent with other classifications. Incumbents in this class receive training in performing the 
duties assigned and progression to the journey level may occur upon meeting the minimum qualifications 
satisfactory performance and with the approval of the appointing authority. A special requirement detailing the 
need for the applicant to take and pass the proficiency examination given by NIST as a condition of employmen 
was added due to the proficiency test being the first level requirement by NIST to begin the certification process 
Also, an informational note was added indicating that the Metrologist I must obtain the NIST certification withiI 
one year of employment or as the certification courses become available. 

It is also recommended that the Metrologist II, previously titled Weights & Measures Metrologist, be amendec 
to the journey level in the series. Incumbents will perform the full range of duties outlined and may act as lead
worker and provide field training to newly-hired personnel. 

It is further recommended that the supervisory level Metrologist III be established at grade 36, two grades above; 
the Metrologist II, which is consistent with other classifications. The incumbent will manage the NevadE 
Measurement Standards Laboratory, in addition to performing the full range of duties outlined in the series 
concept. The incumbent will oversee, develop and maintain metrology laboratory compliance to NIST standards: 
develop and implement program policies and procedures; schedule and oversee the testing of standards; maintain 
the security and verification of standards to provide a comparison for testing, weighing and measuring devices 
on a State wide basis; and supervise lower level Metrologist positions. An informational note was added 
indicating that incumbents at the Metrologist II and III must have, and maintain, certification from the NIST at 
the time of appointment and as a condition for continued employment. 

During the review, Human Resource Management worked closely with staff from the Department o1 
Agriculture's Consumer Equitability Division, which participated by offering recommendations and reviewing 
changes as the process progresses, and they support the recommended amendments. 

Note: Changes, additions antVor deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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POSTING#: 21-15 
Effective: 07/07 /15 

- ' -CURRENT 
- - ~ -

CODE TITI,E 

New 

C 

GRADE EE0-4 

•· ., 
APPROVED 

- •, 
\ 

CODE TITI,E GRADE EE0-4 

6.769 
State Publlc Works Energy Efficiency 

39 B Speclollst 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

At the request of the State Public Works Division, and in order to optimize operation efficiencies by combinin 
resources and experience, Human Resource Management recommends establishing a new class titled Stat 
Public Works Energy Efficiency Specialist. 

This is a single-position class under the direction of the Deputy Administrator of Buildings and Grounds. Tb 
incumbent conducts facility site visits; performs technical energy studies and audits of facilities to identify energ 
savings opportunities; analyzes the infrastructure of B&G facilities to include electrical, mechanical, HV AC/F 
control, water, wastewater, solid waste, irrigation and lighting systems. They also evaluate historic and preser 
energy consumption data; apply forecasting and analytical techniques to calculate and project future energ 
costs; establish utility usage benchmarks for each B&G facility; outline benchmarks, energy savings targets an 
objectives; and monitor energy usage against targets and objectives. Additionally, the incumbent develops an 
compiles energy reports on all utility costs and consumption; prepares periodic energy management performanc 
updates for management; advises personnel on proper operation of energy control systems, energy conservatio 
methods/procedures, and recommends field improvement measures; and establishes and promotes energ 
awareness and conservation programs. 

It is recommended that the State Public Works Energy Efficiency Specialist be allocated at grade 39 and place, 
in the Engineering & Allied Occupational Group, Construction subgroup. During this review, Human Resourc 
Management worked closely with staff from State Public Works who assisted in developing the clas 
specification and supports the new class specification. 

Note: Changes, additions and/or deletions on the class specification are noted in red. 
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